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Executive Summary 
In July and August of 2018 Cardno, Inc. completed a cultural resources assessment survey of the 40th 
Avenue NE Bridge over Placido Bayou (FDOT Bridge# 157154; FMSF#8PI12846) project area for the City 
of St. Petersburg in Pinellas County, Florida.  The survey was performed to meet cultural resource 
requirements including compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. 
470), as amended, its implementing regulations codified at 36 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 800, 
the Florida Historical Resources Act (FHRA) Chapter 267, Florida Statutes (F.S.), and the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The survey was intended to assess cultural resources that may be 
eligible or potentially eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). Utilizing federal 
funds, the City of St. Petersburg has included in their Fiscal Year 2019 (FY19) budget funding for the Project 
Development and Environmental (PD&E) Phase, of which this report is a part, and the Design Phase for 
40th Avenue NE Bridge Replacement.  This project is also a Local Agency Program (LAP) project. 

Oriented east to west, the existing 336 ft. long concrete bridge spanning Placido Bayou at 40th Avenue NE 
in St. Petersburg, Florida, is proposed for replacement as part of this bridge improvement project. Located 
in Section 5 of Township 31 South, Range 17 East, the project study area extends from 12th Street NE to 
west of 13th Way NE along 40th Avenue NE, a distance of approximately 0.22 miles. The Florida Department 
of Transportation (FDOT) determined that the seven-span concrete slab 40th Avenue NE Bridge, also 
known as the Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge# 157154, FMSF# 8PI12846), is structurally 
deficient and in need of replacement. Prior to reconfiguration in 2017, the 40th Avenue NE Bridge was a 58 
ft. wide two lane facility with a median auxiliary lane and sidewalks that tied into the roadway approaches 
with similar configurations. During routine bridge inspections in 2017, significant deterioration was noted in 
the original 1961 beams within the middle span of the bridge.  This resulted in a special load rating, closure 
of the damaged portions of the bridge to traffic, and new weight limits on the bridge. The bridge was 
reconfigured in the summer of 2017 as part of a temporary emergency repair. The auxiliary lane in the 
median and the sidewalks were closed and traffic was diverted to the exterior portions of the bridge in the 
center span. In May 2019, the City of St. Petersburg contracted to have additional temporary repairs 
performed to remove and replace half of the deteriorated beams.  In the current configuration, both lanes 
of traffic shift to the south side of the bridge and a pedestrian sidewalk is reopened on the north half of the 
bridge. 

Like the existing bridge, the proposed bridge will accommodate two lanes of traffic and sidewalks, but will 
also incorporate bicycle lanes. Overall, the bridge structure will be 320 ft. in length with an approach slab 
of 30 ft. on each side.  The width will be reduced from 58 ft. to 57 ft., 10 in. The City of St. Petersburg and 
community residents requested that the overall profile of the bridge be raised in order to provide additional 
navigational opportunities for watercraft beneath the bridge. The existing bridge has an 8 ft., 6 in. tall 
clearance over the navigable channel; the proposed profile would elevate the bridge approximately 4 ft., 6 
in. to a minimum vertical clearance of 13 ft.  The project plans do not include the acquisition of any right of 
way, but the City is negotiating for use of a 10 ft. wide utility easement in front of the property at 1301 40th 
Avenue NE. During construction, roadway and marine traffic will be maintained with through lanes shifted 
from the north side of the bridge to the south side and vice versa.  Temporary barriers will separate traffic 
from construction. No temporary bridge or detour to other area bridges is anticipated. 

Cardno completed this survey in accordance with Florida Chapter 1A-46 Florida Administrative Code 
Guidelines, the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (PL 89-665), as amended, and the 
Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974 (PL 93-291) as amended. All work was performed 
under the direction of a Register of Professional Archaeologists (RPA) archaeologist and qualified 
architectural historian, both of whom meet or exceed the qualifications set by the Secretary of the Interior. 
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In addition, all work meets the guidelines set forth in the Historic Preservation Compliance Review Program 
of the Florida Department of State, Division of Historical Resources.  

The cultural resource assessment survey reported herein concerns the 40th Avenue NE Bridge over Placido 
Bayou project. Any direct disturbance to the land that may occur as a result of the project will impact the 
area where the existing and proposed bridge connect to the land, but visual or indirect effects could extend 
further than the actual construction work.  Therefore, a separate archaeological and historical Area of 
Potential Effect (APE) was identified for this project.  The APE for possible surface and subsurface 
archaeological resources was confined to the extent of proposed construction immediately to the east and 
west of the bridge. Based on the results of archival research, the APE was assigned a low probability of 
containing subsurface archaeological deposits. However, the APE was subject to testing placed at a 
minimum of 50-m intervals in areas that had not already been built upon or where underground utilities did 
not exist.  No previously recorded archaeological sites were identified in the APE.  The historical APE 
stretched to include a larger viewshed extending from 12th Street NE on the west to 13th Way NE on the 
east which measures approximately 0.22 miles. Background research revealed that the only previously 
recorded resource within the APE was the Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge# 157154, FMSF# 
8PI12846). 

Field survey for locating cultural resources included a historic architectural survey and an archaeological 
pedestrian survey combined with subsurface shovel testing to test areas where the existing and proposed 
bridge contacts the land. Due to the presence of buried underground utilities, only two total shovel tests 
were excavated within the archaeological APE; neither was positive for archaeological materials. Cardno 
determined that maritime archaeological investigation was not warranted for the 40th Avenue NE Bridge 
over Placido Bayou project based on the extensive redevelopment of the waterway and surrounding land 
indicated in the background research and a review of the soils present within the APE. For historical field 
survey, all resources constructed in or before 1969 were recorded on Florida Master Site File (FMSF) forms. 
Ten historic resources were located within the historical APE. All of the buildings are residential properties 
constructed between 1962 and 1968. Individually, the buildings lack architectural distinction and significant 
historical associations to warrant NRHP listing.  Collectively, alterations limit their eligibility as a district.   

In addition to the residences within the APE, the Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge# 157154, 
FMSF# 8PI12846) over Placido Bayou at 40th Avenue NE is a seven-span concrete slab bridge which was 
constructed in 1961.  It was recently recorded as part of the Pinellas County Bridges Historic Resources 
Survey in which it was identified by the surveyor as ineligible for listing in the NRHP, but it has not been 
evaluated by the Florida State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO). Due to its construction date and type, 
the bridge is considered a Post-1945 Common Bridge Type excluded from Section 106 review by the 2012 
Program Comment Issued for Streamlining Section 106 Review for Actions Affecting Post-1945 Concrete 
and Steel Bridges issued by the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) (77 FR 68795; Federal 
Register Document 2012-27866). Therefore, the bridge itself is exempt from Section 106 review and was 
not recorded or evaluated by the current study. Although the bridge was exempt from review, Section 106 
of the National Historic Preservation Act still requires the identification and evaluation of effects on any 
surrounding historic properties.   

Based on the results of this investigation, it is believed that construction and development of the 40th Avenue 
NE Bridge over Placido Bayou will have no involvement with any sites or properties that have historical, 
cultural, or sacred significance, or that otherwise meet the minimum criteria for listing in the NRHP. No 
further archaeological or historical work is recommended for the project. 
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1 Introduction and General Description of Project 

Cardno, Inc. completed a cultural resources assessment survey of the 40th Avenue NE Bridge over Placido 
Bayou (FDOT Bridge# 157154; FMSF#8PI12846) project area for the City of St. Petersburg in Pinellas 
County, Florida. Located in Section 5 of Township 31 South, Range 17 East, the project area location 
extends from 12th Street NE to west of 13th Way NE along 40th Avenue NE, a distance of approximately 
0.22 miles (Figure 1 and Figure 2). The survey was performed to meet cultural resource requirements 
including compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. 470), its 
implementing regulations codified at 36 CFR part 800, the Florida Historical Resources Act (FHRA) Chapter 
267, Florida Statutes (F.S.), and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).   

This survey was intended to assess historic resources that may be eligible or potentially eligible for the 
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). The term “historic resource” as set forth in the FHRA, Section 
267.021, F.S. is defined as,  

any prehistoric or historic district, site, building, structure, object or other real or personal 
property of historical architectural, or archaeological value, and folklife resources which 
may or may not meet the NRHP criteria and are generally 50 years of age or older.  These 
properties or resources may include, but are not limited to, monuments, memorials, Indian 
habitations, ceremonial sites, abandoned settlements, sunken or abandoned ships, 
engineering works, treasure trove, artifacts, or other objects with intrinsic historical or 
archaeological value, or any part thereof, relating to the history, government, and culture 
of the state (FHRA, Section 267.021, F.S. as found in FDOT 2019:8-4).  

This includes physical features, both natural and man-made, associated with human activities. Typical 
resources include prehistoric and historic sites, objects, districts, buildings, structures, and landscapes. 

Cardno completed this survey in accordance with Florida Chapter 1A-46 Florida Administrative Code 
Guidelines, the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (PL 89-665), as amended, and the 
Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974 (PL 93-291) as amended. All work was performed 
under the direction of a RPA archaeologist and qualified architectural historian, both of whom meet or 
exceed the qualifications set by the Secretary of the Interior. In addition, all work meets the guidelines set 
forth in the Historic Preservation Compliance Review Program of the Florida Department of State, Division 
of Historical Resources (DHR).  

1.1 Project Description 

1.1.1 Purpose and Need 

The purpose of this project is to address structural deficiencies of the existing 40th Avenue NE Bridge.  This 
project is needed due to the fact that the existing 40th Avenue Bridge (FDOT Bridge# 157154; 
FMSF#8PI12846) is considered structurally deficient by the FDOT. Spanning Placido Bayou in St. 
Petersburg, Florida, the existing 40th Avenue NE Bridge is a 336 ft. long concrete slab bridge with seven 
spans of 48 ft.  The two lane facility has a median auxiliary lane and sidewalks that tie into the roadway 
approaches. When originally constructed in 1961, the bridge was 42 ft. in width with two travel lanes and 
two 4 ft. 6 in. sidewalks with a curb and guardrail separating automobile and pedestrian traffic.  The bridge 
was widened to its current 58 ft. width in 1990 to carry two travel lanes separated by a median auxiliary 
lane and two 5 ft. sidewalks with a concrete barrier separating the roadway from the sidewalks. During 
routine bridge inspections in 2017, significant deterioration was noted in the original 1961 beams within the  
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Figure 1.  Project location in Pinellas County, Florida. 
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Figure 2. 40th Avenue NE Bridge over Placido Bayou project area shown on topographic 

quadrangles (Port Tampa, 1983, and Saint Petersburg, 1987).  
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middle span of the bridge.  During the bridge inspection on July 31, 2017 and a subsequent follow-up field 
review on August 10, 2017, numerous areas of spalling with exposed prestressing strands with numerous 
broken wires and up to 100% section loss were found in Slab Units 4-5 thru 4-11. This resulted in a special 
load rating, closure of the damaged portions of the bridge to traffic, and new weight limits on the bridge. 
The bridge sufficiency rating was down-graded to a 21 from the rating of 72.7 in the previous 2015 routine 
bridge inspection. In addition to slab unit deterioration, the bridge piles have also deteriorated. They are 
exhibiting cracking or spalling and were all ranked at Condition State 3 in the 2017 inspection. The bridge 
was closed and reconfigured in the summer of 2017 as part of a temporary emergency repair. The auxiliary 
lane in the median and the sidewalks were closed and traffic was diverted to the exterior portions of the 
bridge in the center span.  In May 2019, the City of St. Petersburg contracted to have additional temporary 
repairs performed to remove and replace half of the deteriorated beams.  In the current configuration, both 
lanes of traffic shift to the south side of the bridge, and a pedestrian sidewalk is reopened on the north half 
of the bridge (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3. Typical Bridge Section with Temporary Repairs as of May 2019. 

 

1.1.2 Project Status 

This project is not currently identified in Forward Pinellas’s Long Range Transportation Plan. It is, however, 
being added to their Transportation Improvement Program document. Utilizing federal funds, the City of St. 
Petersburg has included in their FY19 budget funding for the Project Development and Environmental 
(PD&E) Phase, of which this report is a part, and the Design Phase for the 40th Avenue NE Bridge 
Replacement.  This project is also a Local Agency Program (LAP) project.  The bridge construction cost is 
estimated at $6.3M. Construction is to be funded by the City in FY20 with reimbursement funds of $3.75M 
identified in FDOT’s Work Program in FY 22 ($383,707) and FY 24 ($3,366,293). 

 

1.1.3 Alternatives Evaluated 

Several alternatives were evaluated including the No-Build Alternative.  A no-build alternative, that only 
involved repairing the existing structure, was evaluated to address the issues at the 40th Avenue NE Bridge 
and determine if it was a viable alternative. Given the age of the existing structure, the deterioration levels 
of both the superstructure and substructure elements, and the extensive repairs that would be required to 
restore the structure, the assessment was made that a no-build alternative was cost prohibitive and would 
not be able to significantly extend the life of the structure.  

1.1.3.1 Span Arrangement 

In order to maximize the increase in vertical clearance, it was desired to utilize the thinnest superstructure 
depth.  Since the structure depth is driven by span length, it was also desirable to have the shortest 
individual spans practical. 
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Since the navigable channel in Placido Bayou has a clear width of 50 ft., the main span of the proposed 
structure was set at 60 ft. with a clear horizontal width of 56 ft., 5 in.  For constructability reasons, to avoid 
conflicts with the existing and new foundations, and accommodate phased construction, the proposed 
foundations were intentionally offset from the locations of the existing foundations. 

With the above criteria implemented, the existing seven-span structure with individual span lengths of 48 
ft. can be replaced with a six-span structure of slightly larger individual span lengths.  In addition to 
accommodating the aforementioned characteristics for structure depth and constructability, building a 
bridge with fewer foundation elements will provide an overall cost savings. 

The build alternative occupying the same footprint with six spans of slightly larger individual span lengths 
was selected as the preferred alternative.  This option provided overall cost savings, a slight increase in 
vertical clearance, and improved safety.  

1.1.3.2 Vertical Profile 

Two vertical profile alternatives were evaluated for the bridge replacement.  Both profiles limited the slope 
on the approaches to a grade of 5% in order to maintain ADA compliance without the need for level landings 
across the bridge.  Both profiles also used a 35 mph design speed to develop the geometry of the vertical 
curves and meet the existing grade immediately to the east of the bridge and avoid impacts to driveways 
adjacent to the bridge approach. 

Profile Alternative “A” was developed to maximize the height of the vertical curve.  This alternative 
generated a vertical clearance over the navigable waterway of 13 ft., 2 in.  This option moved the crest of 
the vertical curve west of the center of the bridge and required the roadway approach west of the bridge to 
be raised.  This, in turn, would require extended walls from the bridge in order to accommodate the higher 
roadway elevation and prevent impacts to the existing mangroves that line both banks of the roadway.  The 
navigable channel within Placido Bayou would also need to be shifted approximately 50 ft. to the west in 
order align with highest span of the bridge.   

Profile Alternative “B” was developed to maximize the height of the vertical curve while keeping the crest of 
the curve centered near the mid-span of the bridge.  This alternative generated a vertical clearance over 
the navigable waterway of 10 ft.  This option does not require the navigable channel in Placido Bayou to be 
shifted and it has fewer impacts to the west approach since it minimizes how much the roadway is raised 
in that area. 

Based on the desire to maximize the vertical clearance over the navigable channel and public feedback 
that the City obtained through public workshops, Profile Alternative “A” was recommended for the proposed 
bridge. 

1.1.3.3 Bridge Cross Section 

Three bridge cross sections were evaluated for the bridge, each with the same out-to-out width of 57 ft., 10 
in.  All three options included two lanes of traffic, two bicycle lanes, and two sidewalks. Option 1 placed the 
travel lanes adjacent to each other in the center of the bridge.  The bicycle lanes on each side of the bridge 
were offset from the travel lanes with a raised traffic separator, and both sidewalks were raised. Option 2 
placed a traffic separator and median between the two travel lanes.  The bicycle lanes were placed outside 
the travel lanes and the sidewalks were raised. Option 3 was most similar to the existing bridge.  It placed 
a traffic separator and median between the two travel lanes, had bicycle lanes placed outside the travel 
lanes, and sidewalks that were protected with a concrete barrier. 

Based on public feedback that the City obtained through public workshops, Cross Section Option 2 was 
recommended for the proposed bridge. 
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1.1.4 Preferred alternative 

Roadway reconstruction for this project is limited to the approaches of the bridge with the limits of 
improvements starting approximately 340 ft. west of the bridge at the intersection of 12th Street NE 
extending across the bridge to 150 ft. east of the bridge.  The existing right of way varies with a minimum 
width of 79 ft.  The project plans do not include any acquisition of new right of way, but the City is negotiating 
for use of a 10 ft. wide utility easement at 1301 40th Avenue NE. 

Incorporating the recommended alternatives, the existing bridge is being replaced with a new bridge which 
will consist of two 60 ft. spans over the navigable channel flanked by an additional two spans of 50 ft. each 
on the east and west (Figure 4).  Overall, the bridge structure will be 320 ft. in length with an approach slab 
of 30 ft. on each side.  The proposed bridge will be raised approximately five ft. in order to provide additional 
navigational opportunities for watercraft beneath the bridge. The existing bridge has an 8 ft., 6 in. tall 
clearance over the navigable channel; the proposed profile would elevate the bridge approximately 4 ft., 6 
in. to a minimum vertical clearance of 13 ft., 2 in.   

 

 
Figure 4. Proposed Span Arrangement. 

 

The travel lanes on the new bridge will consist of 7 ft. wide shoulder/bike lanes and 11 ft. wide travel lanes 
separated by 1 ft., 6 in. shoulders on each side of a 2 ft. 6 in. wide traffic separator dividing the east and 
west-bound traffic (Figure 5 and Figure 6).  A 7 ft., 6 in. wide raised sidewalk will be on the outer edge of 
the north side of the bridge, and a 6 ft., 6 in. wide raised sidewalk will be on the south.  The overall width of 
the bridge will be 57 ft., 10 in.  Railings will be 3 ft., 8 in. high City of St. Petersburg standard window bridge 
railings.   

 

 
Figure 5. Proposed Typical Section. 
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Figure 6. Proposed Cross Section which places a traffic separator and median between the 
two travel lanes.  The bicycle lanes are placed outside the travel lanes and the 
sidewalks are raised. 

Roadway and marine traffic will be maintained throughout construction.  The bridge will be closed to 
pedestrians with one east and one west-bound travel lane shifted to the south half of the bridge while the 
northern portion is under construction.  After the new northern portion is built, the traffic will be shifted to 
the completed new construction so the south portion can be demolished and rebuilt. Temporary barriers 
will separate traffic from construction. 

1.2 Survey Overview 
During the cultural resource assessment survey of the proposed project’s APE, fieldwork included a historic 
architecture survey and a pedestrian survey combined with subsurface shovel testing to test areas where 
the existing and proposed bridge contacts the land. Two total shovel tests were excavated within the APE, 
neither of which were positive for archaeological material. Shovel tests were excavated at 50-meter (m) 
interval, where modern infrastructure allowed, to a standard depth of 100 centimeters below surface (cmbs), 
where feasible.  

Maritime archaeology investigates human interaction with bodies of water through the study of associated 
physical remains be they vessels, shore-side facilities, port-related structures, cargoes, human remains 
and submerged landscapes. The 40th Avenue NE Bridge (FDOT Bridge#157154, FMSF#8PI12846) spans 
Placido Bayou, a body of water dramatically altered by sustained construction and development activities 
over the course of seven decades. Cardno determined that maritime archaeological investigation was not 
warranted for the 40th Avenue NE Bridge over Placido Bayou project based on background research and a 
review of the soils present within the APE. The intensive dredging, filling, and earthmoving operations that 
were conducted in and around the project area have removed the likelihood of encountering any extant 
submerged archaeological resources. Additionally, Cardno identified no submerged historic resources 
located in the vicinity of the 40th Avenue NE Bridge over Placido Bayou APE that may be impacted as a 
result of proposed bridge construction. 

Ten standing historic structures 50 years old or older were located within the viewshed APE. The Cardno 
architectural historian conducted a field survey of the project area and evaluated the 10 historic resources. 
The buildings were all identified as ineligible for listing in the NRHP due to a loss of integrity as a result of 
alterations and a lack of historical significance found in background research. 

No cultural resources that may meet the criteria for inclusion on the NRHP are present within the boundaries 
of the project area. Based on these results, we recommend that no further archaeological or historic 
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resources survey is necessary as part of the development of the 40th Avenue NE Bridge over Placido Bayou 
project as currently designed.  
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2 Background Research 

2.1 Previous Cultural Resource Studies 
The assessment reviewed all known cultural resources within, and one mile outside of, the project APE in 
Pinellas County, Florida. This included a search of the current Florida Master Site File (FMSF) in GIS format 
for archaeological and historic resources, as well as a search of the Pinellas County property appraiser 
records for structures 50 years of age or older, within the parcels of the APE itself.  The 50 year cut-off date 
(i.e. built in 1969 or earlier) was based on the anticipated 2019 completion of the PD&E study and design 
phase. 

The search of the FMSF indicated that 12 cultural resource surveys have been conducted previously within 
one mile of the project area (Table 1, Figure 7). These were conducted for entities such as the City of St. 
Petersburg, the Florida Aquarium, the Pinellas County Board of County Commissioners, and FDOT. Only 
one survey, the Pinellas County Historic Bridge Survey completed in 2018, addressed a resource within 
the APE for this project.  That resource, the Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge# 157154, FMSF# 
8PI12846) at 40th Avenue NE, is discussed further below. The project area was also included in Survey No. 
16115 (Countywide Cultural Resources Survey, Pinellas County, Florida). However, neither the Countywide 
Cultural Resources Survey, nor the remaining ten surveys conducted directly address the immediate area 
included in the 40th Avenue NE Bridge over Placido Bayou project; none of the surveys identified any 
prehistoric archaeological resources within one mile of the project area.  

Two historic bridges and fifteen historic buildings have been previously recorded within one mile of the 
project area (Table 2, Figure 7). As previously mentioned, the Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge# 
157154, FMSF# 8PI12846) at 40th Avenue NE itself was recorded recently as part of the Pinellas County 
Historic Bridge Survey. A Cardno architectural historian evaluated the bridge and identified it as ineligible 
for listing in the NRHP. However, as this was part of a grant-funded project, the SHPO did not evaluate the 
eligibility of the resource. One other historic bridge, Overlook Drive NE/Smacks Bayou Bridge (FDOT 
Bridge# 157189; FMSF# 8PI12066), was recorded in 2012 during a statewide bridge survey for FDOT 
(Survey No. 20057; The Historic Highway Bridges of Florida). The bridge is similar in form to the Nathaniel 
J. Upham Bridge (FMSF# 8PI12846) and was built four years later, in 1965. The surveyor determined that 
the Overlook Drive NE Bridge (FMSF# 8PI12066) was ineligible for NRHP. It is not within the APE.  Although 
the 1961 Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FMSF# 8PI12846) is within the APE, it is exempted from Section 106 
consideration for this survey under the ACHP’s 2012 Program Comment Issued for Streamlining Section 
106 Review for Actions Affecting Post-1945 Concrete and Steel Bridges. 

Fifteen previously recorded historic buildings were identified within one mile of the project area dating from 
1920 to 1962 (Table 2, Figure 7). Eleven of the structures are private residences, which were surveyed in 
2000 as part of Survey No. 6386 (Architectural/Historical Survey of the Brightwaters Section of Snell Isle 
for the City of St. Petersburg). All eleven resources were considered ineligible individually for listing in the 
NRHP. Of the fifteen resources, thirteen have not been evaluated by the SHPO, and two were deemed 
ineligible (8PI11943 and 8PI11600).  One, the Sunset Country Club (8PI734), which is also known as the 
Sunset Golf and Country Club Clubhouse, was locally designated by the City of St. Petersburg in 1994.  
None of these resources is within the APE for this project. 
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Table 1. Previous Cultural Resource Surveys conducted within One Mile of the Project 
Area. 

Survey 
No. Title Year Sponsor 

2745 
St. Petersburg Architectural and Historic 
Resources 1981 Community Development Dept. 

1522 
An Archaeological Survey of the City of St. 
Petersburg, Florida 1987 City of St Petersburg 

2827 
An Archaeological and Historical Survey of the 
Unincorporated Areas of Pinellas County, Florida 1991 Pinellas County Commissioners 

6386 
Architectural/Historical Survey of the Brightwaters 
Section of Snell Isle for the City of St. Petersburg 2000 City of St Petersburg 

7901 

Historic Properties Survey and Assessment 
Within the One-Half Mile Area of Potential Effects 
of the Proposed Canterbury School 
Telecommunications Tower, Pinellas County, 
Florida 2001 Dynamic Environmental Assoc. 

8648 
Proposed Radio Tower Site: Towercom East 
Coast LLC-Pinellas 2003 Dynan Group Inc. 

14416 
Tampa Bay Historical Shipwreck Survey Final 
Report 2007 The Florida Aquarium 

17706 

An Archaeological and Historical Survey of the 
Shore Acres Tower in Pinellas County, Florida 
FCC Form 620 4627 Chancellor Street, St. 
Petersburg 2007 ATC Associates, Inc. 

16115 
Countywide Cultural Resources Survey, Pinellas 
County, Florida 2008 Pinellas County 

17221 

Collocation ("Co") Submission Packet FCC Form 
621 FL TPA5170B Tower- Rooftop Antenna 
Collocation 1365 Nell Isle Boulevard St. 
Petersburg, Pinellas County 2010 Trileaf Corporation 

20057 The Historic Highway Bridges of Florida 2012 
Florida Department of 
Transportation 

25403 
Pinellas County Bridges Historic Resources 
Survey 2018 Pinellas County 
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Figure 7. Previously conducted surveys (shaded in brown with references to the manuscript 

numbers in red), historic resources (in yellow) and historic bridges (in striped 
green and black) within 1 mile of the project area. 
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Table 2. Previously Recorded Historic Resources within One Mile of the Project Area. 

FMSF 
Number Name/Address Year 

Built Design/Style 
NRHP 
Survey 

Evaluation 
SHPO 

Evaluation 

8PI12066 

Overlook Drive 
NE/Smacks Bayou 
Bridge 1965 Slab Ineligible 

Not 
Evaluated 

8PI12846 

40th Avenue NE/ 
Nathaniel J. Upham 
Bridge 1961 Slab Ineligible 

Not 
Evaluated 

PI00384 1717 Massachusetts 1921 Mediterranean Revival  
Not 
Evaluated 

Not 
Evaluated 

PI00734 Sunset Country Club 1920 Mediterranean Revival  
Not 
Evaluated  

Not 
Evaluated 

PI10038 
1222 Brightwaters 
Blvd NE 1941 Mediterranean Revival  Ineligible 

Not 
Evaluated 

PI10049 100 Catalan Blvd NE 1950 Minimal Traditional Ineligible 
Not 
Evaluated 

PI10064 208 Nina St NE 1940 Mixed, None Dominant Ineligible 
Not 
Evaluated 

PI10065 114 Rafael Blvd NE 1950 Mixed, None Dominant Ineligible 
Not 
Evaluated 

PI10066 130 Rafael Blvd NE 1949 Minimal Traditional Ineligible 
Not 
Evaluated 

PI10067 231 Rafael Blvd NE 1950 Minimal Traditional Ineligible 
Not 
Evaluated 

PI10068 
800 Snell Isle Blvd 
NE  1940 Mediterranean Revival  Ineligible 

Not 
Evaluated 

PI10069 
801 Snell Isle Blvd 
NE 1948 Minimal Traditional Ineligible 

Not 
Evaluated 

PI10070 
821 Snell Isle Blvd 
NE 1950 Minimal Traditional Ineligible 

Not 
Evaluated 

PI10071 
851 Snell Isle Blvd 
NE 1948 Minimal Traditional Ineligible 

Not 
Evaluated 

PI10072 
860 Snell Isle Blvd 
NE 1938 Mediterranean Revival  Ineligible 

Not 
Evaluated 

PI11600 
4627 Chancellor 
Street ca.1952 Masonry Vernacular Ineligible Ineligible 

PI11943 
Bright Water 
Condominium 1962 Modern  Ineligible Ineligible 

 

2.2 Environmental Setting 
The project area lies within the Gulf Coastal Lowlands physiographic region of Florida’s Coastal Plain. Most 
of the Gulf Coastal Lowlands region is covered in undifferentiated siliciclastic sediments from the 
Pleistocene/Holocene. This region is characterized by very poorly drained to somewhat poorly drained soils, 
with moderately well drained sandy soils interspersed throughout.  

The 40th Avenue NE Bridge over Placido Bayou project area is located on the southern half of the Pinellas 
Peninsula, which separates Old Tampa Bay from the Gulf of Mexico.  

The project area has been developed for residential use, and as such, most of the natural vegetation no 
longer exists. Instead, vegetation consists of queen palms, banana trees, and other garden varietals as 
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part of the residential landscaping (Figure 8). Vegetation along the bridge includes Brazilian pepper, Smilax, 
vines, and other grasses (Figure 9). The nearest natural source of freshwater is Crescent Lake, a large lake 
approximately 1.9 miles southwest of the project area. 

 

Figure 8. Overview of vegetation along project area, facing north. 

 

Figure 9. Overview of vegetation along project area, facing east. 
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2.2.1 Soils 

According to the 2006 Soil Survey of Pinellas County, Florida, there is a single soil series mapped within 
the project area. Matlacha and St. Augustine soils are very deep, somewhat poorly drained and occur on 
slopes from 0 to 2 percent on filled and disturbed sloughs, flats, and depressions along the Lower Coastal 
Plain. These soils formed in material produced by dredging, filling, and earthmoving operations. These soils 
are mostly used for urban development, consisting of high-density residential developments, commercial 
buildings, streets, highways, parking lots, and other types of impervious ground cover (Lewis et al. 2006). 
Existing vegetation consists of South Florida slash pine and various scattered understory, and grassy areas. 
A typical soil profile begins with a surface of gravelly fine sand in colors from black (10YR 2/1) to dark brown 
(10YR 3/3), light brownish gray (10YR 6/2) to very dark gray (10YR 3/1) and very pale brown (10YR 8/3) 
with discontinuous olive brown (2.5Y 4/4) and grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2) loam textured lenses to a depth of 
90 cm (35 in.). This layer tends to contain about 25 percent by volume shell and small limestone fragments. 
The substratum is a buried surface consisting of dark gray (2.5Y 4/1) fine sand to 100 cm (40 in.) or a 
stripped substratum of light gray (2.5Y 7/2) fine sand with dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2) stains along old 
root channels to a depth of 200 cm (80 in.) (Lewis et al. 2006, Soil Survey Staff 2014).  

2.3 Cultural Context 

2.3.1 Paleoindian Period 

The Paleoindian period, which saw the earliest human occupation of the Tampa Bay region, was 
characterized by a cooler, temperate climate and dramatically lower mean sea level. The most widely 
accepted model for the peopling of North and South America argues that Asian populations migrated to 
North America over the Beringia land bridge that formerly linked Siberia and Alaska some 12,000 years 
ago (Smith 1986). However, archaeological data are mounting in support of migrations that date to before 
12,000 years ago (Adovasio et al. 1990; Dillehay et al. 2008). Alternative pre-10,000 BC migration routes 
that have been hypothesized include populations traveling along the Pacific and Atlantic coasts using boats 
or following an exposed shoreline (Anderson and Gillam 2000; Bradley and Stanford 2004; Dixon 1993; 
Faught 2008; Fladmark 1979). These sites would now be inundated as a result of higher sea levels. 
Regardless of the precise timing of the first occupations of North and South America, the current evidence 
suggests that Florida was not intensively inhabited by humans prior to about 12,000 years ago. Claims for 
an earlier occupation (e.g., Purdy 1981, 2008) are controversial. The best evidence comes from the Sloth 
Hole and Page-Ladson sites in Jefferson County where radiocarbon dates predating 10,000 BC have been 
obtained from levels containing lithic waste flakes, but no diagnostic tool forms (Dunbar 2002, 2006; 
Hemmings 1999, 2004). Page Ladson has produced one of the earliest Paleoindian dates in North America 
at 14,877-14,267 cal BP (Dunbar 2007:5). Both sites are inundated, freshwater-river sites, and although 
the contexts are thought to be intact, there is a possibility of the downward movement of artifacts from the 
overlying artifact-bearing levels.  

Paleoindian activity is most readily recognized by the presence of the uniquely shaped lanceolate projectile 
points that were crafted during the period. Significant work has gone into tracking the location of where 
these stone tools were recovered, and the online Paleoindian Database of the Americas (PIDBA) is an 
important source for garnering county-by-county data on these specimens (Anderson et al. 2010). This 
website reveals that only a limited number of Paleoindian projectile points have been recorded within the 
state of Florida (n=143). A large number of the tools found are those identified from a relatively small number 
of sites (e.g., 8HI507, 8JE591, and 8GI1) or from surface contexts. Points identified are dominated by the 
Suwanee type. Other identified Paleoindian points include Clovis, Simpson, and Santa Fe points. 

The earliest radiocarbon dates firmly associated with human artifacts in unquestioned contexts indicate 
people were living in North Florida by at least 9000 BC (Hemmings 2004). This was during the Clovis phase 
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of the Early Paleoindian subperiod. While distinctive fluted Clovis lanceolate bifaces have been recovered 
from several north Florida rivers, only two sites have yielded Clovis points from excavated contexts: the 
Silver Springs site in Marion County (Neill 1958) and the aforementioned Sloth Hole site in Jefferson 
County. It is from this latter site that the 9000 BC date was obtained from a Clovis level. 

Evidence for occupation of Florida during the subsequent Middle Paleoindian subperiod is much more 
secure. The diagnostic Suwannee and Simpson lanceolate bifaces are relatively common in North and 
Central Florida, and although no radiocarbon dates have been obtained in association with these artifacts, 
they are believed to date sometime around 9000-8500 BC (Goodyear 1999). Two sites have yielded these 
point types in stratigraphic context: the Harney Flats site in Hillsborough County (Daniel and Wisenbaker 
1987) and the Wakulla Springs Lodge site in Wakulla County (Tesar and Jones 2004). The final subperiod, 
the Late Paleoindian (8500-8000 BC), saw the production of both fluted and unfluted forms of Dalton 
projectile points elsewhere in the Southeast (Goodyear 1982), but evidence for a true Dalton phase in 
Florida is limited. Dalton points appear to be transitional between the lanceolate forms of the Early and 
Middle Paleoindian periods and the notched shapes of the Early Archaic period (Ledbetter et al. 1996). 
Shallow-notched forms such as Big Sandy and Greenbrier points may represent a Late Paleoindian 
manifestation in Florida. 

The climate and landscape during the Paleoindian period were much different from those of today (Carbone 
1983; Dunbar 2002, 2006; Watts and Hansen 1988). During this time, Tampa Bay would have sat more 
than 150 km inland from the gulf coast, perhaps acting as a catchment basin for local drainages (Daniel 
and Wisenbaker 1983:71). Coincident with the lower sea level during this period was a much lower water 
table, which made Florida a relatively dry savannah during the Paleoindian and parts of the Early Archaic 
periods (Watts 1980). Human settlement in the state during this interval is commonly associated with spring-
fed sinkholes (Goodyear et al. 1983:40) such as the Little Salt Springs (8SO18) and Warm Mineral Springs 
(8SO19) sites in Sarasota County (Clausen et al. 1979), Silver Springs (8MR192) in Marion County, and 
the Page-Ladson (8JE591) and Sloth Hole (8JE121) sites along the Aucilla River in the north of the state 
(Dunbar 2007; Webb 2006). The scarcity of potable surface water sources is thought by some 
archaeologists to have played a crucial role in the distribution of Paleoindian bands across the landscape 
(Dunbar 1991; Milanich 1994; Neill 1964). They hypothesize that human groups frequented sinkholes and 
springs to collect water and exploit the flora and fauna that were also attracted to these oases. As an added 
bonus, many of these freshwater sources were located in areas of exposed Tertiary-age limestone that had 
become silicified, providing Paleoindians with a raw material source (chert) for tool manufacture. Thus, it is 
thought that permanent freshwater sources (sinkholes, springs) along with locations of high-quality chert 
were primary factors influencing Paleoindian settlement patterns in Florida. Correspondingly, most Florida 
sites of this time period are in the karstic region near the center of the state. 

The Harney Flats site (8HI507) contains some of the earliest archaeological materials recovered in the 
Tampa Bay region, including diagnostic Paleoindian Suwanee and Simpson bifaces and an expansive 
unifacial toolkit (Daniel and Wisenbaker 1983; Daniel et al. 1986). Harney Flats remains one of the few 
terrestrial sites in Florida producing significant numbers of Paleoindian diagnostics (Daniel and Wisenbaker 
1983:76), and is probably one of the largest, at 1.35 hectares (Daniel et al. 1986:24). The conventional view 
of Paleoindian existence in Florida has been that they were nomadic hunters and gatherers who wandered 
into an environment quite different than that of the present. Excavations at Harney Flats (Daniel and 
Wisenbaker 1987) have altered this view, and many archaeologists now believe that Paleoindian people 
lived part of the year in habitation sites that were located near critical resources such as fresh water. 
Additional diagnostic Paleoindian bifaces have been recovered in the Tampa Bay area from bay dredging 
and excavations by amateur archaeologists and collectors, including two Suwanee points from the Fish 
Creek site (8HI105) on the eastern shore of Old Tampa Bay just north of the Howard Frankland Bridge 
(Goodyear et al. 1983:41). A few diagnostic Paleoindian points were also recovered from Late Prehistoric 
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Safety Harbor phase mounds, indicating the collection and re-use of these artifacts by populations 
inhabiting the area over 10,000 years later (Goodyear et al. 1983:41). No Paleoindian sites have been 
recorded in the immediate vicinity of the current study area. 

2.3.2 Archaic Period 

Around 8000 BC, the environment and physiology of Florida underwent some pronounced changes due to 
a shifting climate. These changes were interconnected and included a gradual warming trend, a rise in sea 
levels, a reduction in the width of peninsular Florida, and the spread of oak-dominated forests and 
hammocks throughout much of Florida (Milanich 1994; Smith 1986). Concomitant with these environmental 
changes were alterations in native subsistence strategies, which became more diverse due to the 
emergence of new plant, animal, and aquatic species. Also occurring at this time was a significant increase 
in population numbers and density, with native groups developing regional habitat-specific adaptations and 
material assemblages (Milanich 1994; Smith 1986:10). As conditions became wetter, coastal, riparian, and 
lacustrine adaptations became increasingly more common. The Archaic period is typically divided into 
Early, Middle, and Late subperiods by archaeologists. These subdivisions within the Archaic track changes 
in prehistoric technology, settlement, and subsistence, some of which were adaptions to further 
environmental changes throughout the early Holocene. For instance, increased sedentism and diversifying 
subsistence economies are associated with the end of the Early Archaic, the development of pottery with 
the Middle, and the invention of the bow and arrow with the very end of the Late Archaic.  

Evidence of the earliest occupations usually consists of lithic scatters containing chert debitage and 
occasionally projectile points. The Bolen type projectile point/knife is the calling card of the Early Archaic, 
and it has been dated to as old as 11,500 years before the present at the Page Ladson site (Webb and 
Dunbar 2006:16). While Early Archaic Bolen projectile points have been recovered at sites in Central 
Florida, for instance, at nearby Harney Flats (8HI507), Middle Archaic points, such as Hardee, Sumter, 
Alachua, Putnam, and Newnan, are typically much more common in the areas surrounding the immediate 
Project area (Smith and Bond 1984:53-55). As life became more settled during the Archaic, an array of site 
types evolved that included residential bases, short-term settlements, specialized procurement camps, and 
cemeteries (Milanich 1994:75-85). Collectively, these comprised the regional settlement-subsistence 
system.  

The trend toward increased sedentism and more circumscribed territories continued into the Late Archaic 
period, as environmental and climatic conditions approached those of today. A major technological 
innovation of the Late Archaic was the development of fired-clay pottery prior to 2000 BC. Recurrently 
referred to as Orange pottery by Florida archaeologists, this early ceramic ware was tempered with vegetal 
fibers, either thin strands of palmetto or Spanish moss (Bullen 1972; Griffin 1945). The formal type name 
Orange was first applied in the 1940s and 1950s (Griffin 1945; Willey 1949) based on the St. Johns River 
valley type site, in Orange County, Florida. During a span of approximately 1,500 years, plain, incised, and 
punctuated types were produced; decorated variants, however, underwent periods of stylistic popularity. 
With regard to vessel form, early pots were hand molded and tended to be thick-walled and flat bottomed, 
whereas some of the later vessels were thinner and formed by coiling. This transitional period is 
characterized by the emergence of ceramic traditions and the inception of limited horticulture. Horticulture 
preceded the early fiber-tempered pottery, which appeared simultaneously in three areas of the 
southeastern United States (Sassaman 1993). While fiber-tempered pottery is found sparingly throughout 
Florida, it is primarily recovered in eastern, northern, and central portions of the state.  

Throughout the late twentieth century, fiber-tempered pottery was divided in to a separate series, called 
Norwood, in northwest Florida (Milanich 1994:95-96), based on confusion over a second name proposed 
for identical fiber-tempered pottery in the 1960s (Phelps 1965). Some researchers still classify the Norwood 
series separately from Orange ceramics, with the inclusion of sand within the typical fiber tempering of the 
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ceramics as an important technological marker. Also noted is the distinctive decorative technique of a 
simple-stamped surface treatment made with stick impressions. However, Milanich (1994:97) argues that 
the technological differences are not consistent across the assemblages: “Not all Norwood fiber-tempered 
pottery contains quartz inclusions and some Orange fiber-tempered pottery does. It seems best at this time 
to treat these types as variants of the same ware, at least until detailed ceramic studies are done.”  

The concept of the Transitional period (1000-500 BC) was developed by Ripley Bullen (1958, 1971) to 
explain the transition from the Late Archaic period to the later Formative era. The change noted includes 
greater regional diversity in local cultures, the emergence of distinct ceramic traditions, and the inception 
of limited horticulture in some parts of the state. Although still referred to in the literature, the Transitional 
period is no longer considered a viable construct as new and better data from all parts of the state are 
collected. 

The numerous chert outcroppings located throughout Tampa Bay, previously exploited by earlier 
Paleoindian populations (Goodyear et al. 1983), would have provided ample raw material for the lithic 
industries of the area’s Archaic inhabitants. These outcrops are associated with the Miocene Tampa 
formation and the Hillsborough quarry cluster, which contain higher quality chalcedonic chert and lower 
quality silicified coral and wackestone (Goodyear et al. 1983:57-59). Significant exposures of silicified coral 
and chert occur in Hillsborough Bay (Goodyear et al. 1983:56-61), which would have been above sea level 
and accessible for human exploitation during the late Pleistocene through Early and early Middle Holocene. 
Goodyear and colleagues (1983:56) note that some of these exposed toolstones in the Tampa Bay area, 
especially coral, are difficult to work without heat-treatment. Heat-treating of lithic materials was a 
technological innovation most commonly associated with the Middle Archaic period in Florida (Ste. Claire 
1987), which allowed for the effective use of marginal toolstones. Increasing sedentism and reduced 
residential mobility during the Middle Archaic period would have required more extensive utilization of local, 
possibly marginal lithic resources than had been done in earlier stages of prehistory (Amick and Carr 1996). 

2.3.3 Woodland and Late Prehistoric Period 

Woodland through Late Prehistoric sites in Tampa Bay include such prominent mound centers as the 
Emerson Point/Portavant, Madiera-Bickel, and Terra Ceia mound and village midden complexes near Terra 
Ceia Bay at the mouth of the Manatee River, and the Safety Harbor mound and village site on Old Tampa 
Bay. In areas nearest the present project, Pinellas County also houses the Weeden Island site, Pinellas 
Point mound and midden, and the Maximo Point midden site. Most village midden sites in the Tampa Bay 
region conform to the Manasota pattern, defined by long midden ridges parallel to the coastlines and high 
proportions of sand-tempered plain pottery (Luer and Almy 1979). Later mound and village sites in the 
region have been identified as belonging to the Safety Harbor culture. 

The Manasota culture (500 BC-AD 700) developed along the central peninsular Gulf coast, which includes 
areas of current day Hillsborough, Polk, and Manatee counties. The word “Manasota” is a portmanteau of 
Manatee County and Sarasota County, in reference to the geographical region Leur and Almy focused on 
when they coined the term in their 1979 paper. The subsistence of this culture was based upon foraging 
including mollusk gathering. Settlements were semi-permanent and located along the coast with occasional 
foraging expeditions into the interior to procure food resources or raw material for tool manufacture (Luer 
and Almy 1979). The ceramics of the Manasota culture are similar to that of contemporaneous Weeden 
Island cultures. Utilitarian ceramics are undecorated. Traits including flexed burials, flattened globular bowls 
with inverted rims and beveled lips, straight-sided bowls, and bone tools are used to help identify sites 
dating to the Manasota cultural period (DHR n.d.; Luer and Almy 1979:40-41; Milanich 1994). According to 
the state context, the Manasota culture “developed into a late Weeden Island culture and, shortly thereafter, 
into Safety Harbor, a Mississippian period culture” by AD 800 (DHR n.d.). 
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Weeden Island cultures vary both spatially and temporally (Milanich 1994:159). They include McKeithen 
Weeden Island in north Florida, the middle and late-Manasota cultures of central peninsular Gulf coast 
Florida, and the Cades Pond cultures in north-central Florida (Milanich 1994:163). In coastal areas and 
northern Florida, the emergence of Weeden Island cultural attributes marks the Late Woodland period and 
begins at about AD 400. Early Weeden Island is characterized by the appearance of complicated stamped 
pottery along with the characteristic pottery decorated with incised and punctated lines. Weeden Island and 
related ceramics appear up until about AD 1200. Much of the cultural change that occurred from the 
Deptford to later more elaborate Weeden Island cultures was due to their location between the Woodland 
cultures of the north and the south Florida populations. Their geographic position allowed them to act as 
“middle men” as described by Milanich and reap the benefits of being involved in trade between these two 
groups (Milanich and Fairbanks 1980). 

The Safety Harbor culture evolved from the Manasota culture in the Central Peninsular Gulf Coast region 
at about AD 900 and extended north into the southern part of the North Peninsular Gulf Coast region. The 
pottery styles are indicative of this culture change that also included changes in subsistence characterized 
by increased reliance upon agriculture (Milanich 1994; Mitchem 1989). Unfortunately, most sites contain 
primarily undecorated sherds, so identification can be difficult. The presence of mounds and incised 
ceramics of the Englewood type are used to distinguish Safety Harbor from earlier cultural periods. Spanish 
artifacts are found at Safety Harbor sites demonstrating that this culture continued to flourish into the 
Contact period (Milanich 1994:389). Mitchem has divided the Safety Harbor culture into four subphases: 
Englewood (AD 800-1000); Pinellas (AD 1000-1500), Tatham (AD 1500-1567), and Bayview (AD 1567-
1625). The subsistence strategies, village organization, and some pottery styles varied among the four 
groups but similar cultural aspects include burial mound ceremonialism, and social and political organization 
(Milanich 1994; Mitchem 1989). 

2.3.4 Historic Period 

2.3.4.1 Early settlement 

Spanish exploration of Florida began in the early sixteenth century, and in 1565, Spain established a 
permanent settlement at St. Augustine. Spain also granted large parcel of land to loyal subjects, 
encouraging New World settlement. These land grants were concentrated along the coastlines, rather than 
in the interior lands. Spain fortified positions along the east coast of Florida against the French and British, 
the latter of which took control of the peninsula in 1763 under the terms of the treaty ending the French and 
Indian War. The British also made large land grants to encourage settlement. For the British, as with the 
Spanish, settlement focused on the coastal areas, although some interior trade with the Seminoles and 
other tribes did occur. England’s hold on East and West Florida was brief, when the treaty ending the 
American Revolution transferred those colonies back to Spain in 1783 (Gannon 2003).  

By the early nineteenth century, Spain was preoccupied with other matters, and agreed to give Florida to 
the United States in exchange for forgiveness of debts to American citizens. Under the terms of the Adams-
Onis Treaty, Florida became the property of the United States in 1821, and an official territory in 1822. 
Midway between Pensacola and St. Augustine, Tallahassee was chosen as the capital (Gannon 2003).   

Florida’s history in the first half of the nineteenth century was marked by a series of wars between the 
United States and the Seminole Indians. As settlers pushed further south, the Seminoles were then pushed 
both inland and southward. The United States also adopted a policy of Indian removal, forcing Seminoles 
to relocate to Indian Territory in the American West. During this period, settlement remained limited with 
only 5,077 white persons living east of the Suwannee River in the 1825 territorial census (Tebeau 
1971:134). 
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Conflict between the Seminoles and the new American nation erupted with the First Seminole War which 
lasted from 1818 to 1823 resulting in a reservation for the Native Americans south of Ocala and north of 
Charlotte Harbor.  The inadequacy of the Seminole reservation lands and growing demand by whites for 
their land soon led to clashes throughout central Florida.  In 1824, the United States government established 
Fort Brooke at the mouth of the Hillsborough River in present-day downtown Tampa in order to monitor the 
rising tensions in the area.  Following the outbreak of the Second Seminole War in 1835, Fort Brooke was 
designated the headquarters for the Army of the South and the main garrison for the Seminole wars.  In 
April 1841, the Army established Fort Harrison in the present-day Clearwater area.  Closed in November, 
the short-lived fort served as a medical center for injured soldiers.  The war ended the following year when 
the federal government decided to withdraw troops from Florida.  Although some Seminoles migrated west 
to established reservations, many decided to stay but were relegated to inhabit the Everglades and Big 
Cypress Swamp.  The military roads and forts created throughout central Florida during the war laid a 
foundation for settlement after the war (Tebeau 1971:72; Mahon 1967:72; Dunn 1973:14; ACI 1998).   

Hillsborough County was created in 1834 to encompass present-day Pinellas County along with portions 
of Pasco, Polk, Manatee, Sarasota, DeSoto, Charlotte, Highlands, and Hardee counties.  In 1840, 
Hillsborough County held only 452 residents including 287 soldiers at Fort Brooke (Dunn 1973:22).  Passed 
in 1842, the Armed Occupation Act encouraged settlement by opening 200,000 acres between Gainesville 
and the Peace River excluding those within a two mile radius of a fort or along the coast.  Any single man 
or family able to bear arms, build a house, and cultivate five acres of land for five years could claim 160 
acres.  In effect for only nine months, 1,184 permits were issued totaling over 189,000 acres.  In the area 
which would become Pinellas County, individuals or families filed 24 claims (Dunn 1973:15).  The Union 
admitted Florida as a state in 1845, and, by 1850, the Pinellas peninsula boasted a population of 178 people 
from 35 families (Dunn 1973:22; ACI 1998).  Initial settlement focused around the plantation owned by Dr. 
Odet Philippe at the north end of Tampa Bay.  Other early settlers included James Stevens, Samuel 
Stevenson, Elias Hart, Richard Booth, and Captain James Parramore McMullen, the first of the seven 
McMullen brothers who would settle in Pinellas County.  In 1849, Hillsborough County approved the 
construction of the first road from Clearwater to Tampa (Sanders 1983:13).  The Third Seminole War, which 
lasted from 1855 to 1858, again plunged the area into uncertainty although most of the skirmishes occurred 
in south Florida (Covington 1982:78-80). 

Prior to the Civil War, approximately 52 deeds were issued for lands on the Pinellas peninsula.  The primary 
industries consisted of sea island cotton, fishing, and cattle, with a limited amount of citrus.  Most 
homesteads were self-sufficient farms with limited surplus to send to market.  A hurricane in 1848 destroyed 
many of the small enterprises (Dunn 1973:15; Sanders 1983:12-13; ACI 1998).   

In 1861, Florida joined the other southern states in seceding from the Union prompting the outbreak of the 
Civil War.  Salt from salt works along the coast and beef were the area’s major contributions to the 
Confederate effort.  Although the Union blockaded the coast, mainland Florida saw very little military action 
during the war.  Union gunboats raided Clearwater and the small community of Pinellas south of present-
day St. Petersburg taking supplies and destroying property of local residents.  Many male residents 
abandoned their farms and joined the Union or Confederate armies with their families returning to their 
states of origin. 

Following the war, the state slowly rebounded officially rejoining the Union in 1868 (Tebeau 1971:251).  The 
population of the Pinellas peninsula grew to 781 individuals from 164 families by 1870.  By 1880, 1,111 
people living in 240 houses occupied the Pinellas peninsula with most in the vicinity of Clearwater (Dunn 
1973:22; ACI 1998).  This growth was due in part to other southerners seeking to escape unrest in the 
neighboring states of the former Confederacy and in part by northerners in search of vacation homes with 
their newfound prosperity following the war.  Promotional literature cited the 1885 annual convention of the 
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American Medical Association where Dr. Van Bibber endorsed the Pinellas peninsula as the perfect location 
for a “Health City” (Arsenault 1996:62).   

2.3.4.2 Arrival of the Railroad 

Development along the peninsula remained limited until the arrival of the Orange Belt Railroad in 1888.  In 
1850, the federal government conveyed approximately ten million acres of “swamp and overflow land” to 
the state of Florida.  In order to manage the land as well as the 500,000 acres the state received upon 
joining the Union, the Florida legislature created the Internal Improvement Fund and a Board of Trustees 
to administer it.  Mired in debt following the Civil War, state law mandated that no land could be sold until 
the debt was cleared.  In 1881, Hamilton Disston, a member of a prominent saw manufacturing firm of 
Pennsylvania, purchased four million acres of the “swamp and overflow land” for one million dollars in 
exchange for his promise to drain and improve the land.  Known as the Disston Purchase, this transaction 
eliminated the fund’s debt and allowed railroad companies to acquire land subsidies and construct new 
railroad lines through the state.  Disston and railroad companies then sold smaller parcels of land to 
individual developers and investors (Tebeau 1965:252; Davis 1939; Knetsch 1998). 

Hamilton Disston had agreed to finance the completion of the Orange Belt Railroad to the south end of the 
peninsula under the assumption that the railroad would terminate in his newest development, Disston City 
(now Gulfport).  Instead, Orange Belt owner, Peter Demens, built the narrow gauge railroad to a terminus 
on land situated northeast of Disston City owned by John C. Williams.  The first train arrived in June 1888 
to a settlement with little more than a store and a few residences.  In return for Demens building the railroad 
to Williams’ land, Williams deeded 250 acres to the Orange Belt Railroad. Demens and Williams 
collaborated in their plans to build a new community around the terminus of the railroad complete with a 
depot, hotel, and city park.  In exchange for naming the city after Demens’ birthplace, St. Petersburg, 
Demens named the hotel after Williams’ hometown, Detroit.  With the city plat filed in 1888, Williams and 
Demens started selling lots.  By 1890, the town’s population grew from less than 50 to 273 residents with 
two hotels, two ice plants, two churches, a school, a pier, and a sawmill with an economy largely dependent 
on commercial fishing (Arsenault 1996:52-61). Incorporated in 1892, the community received telephone, 
public water, and electric service by 1900 (Arsenault 1996:64, 81-82).   

Although the Orange Belt Railway was completed, it was not successful.  In an effort to boost profits, the 
Railway started offering seaside excursions to St. Petersburg in 1889.  These excursions were one of the 
first concentrated efforts by the community and the development company to attract tourists (Grismer 1948: 
70, 97, 111).  In spite of these efforts, the railroad could not pay its debts, and a syndicate of Philadelphia 
financiers holding the debts took over the railroad and associated development company.  In 1902, the 
Plant System, which eventually became the Atlantic Coast Line, acquired the Orange Belt Railroad.  Henry 
B. Plant, a railroad operator in Georgia and South Carolina, had expanded his lines into Florida and built 
the line between Kissimmee to Tampa in 1883.10  The railroads transformed the state bringing new residents 
and tourists as well as opening northern markets to Florida grown citrus, naval stores, and fish among other 
industries (Grismer 1948:70, 97, 111; St. Petersburg Times 12/15/1906; Covington 1957:182).   

Citrus grew into a major industry on the Pinellas peninsula after the “Great Freeze” of the winter of 1894-
95 destroyed ninety percent of the state’s citrus industry. Prior to the freeze, groves in the state produced 
over five million boxes of citrus, which dropped to only 150,000 boxes in the year following the freeze 
(Hatton 1987:29).  Surrounded by water on three sides, the Pinellas peninsula was virtually unscathed by 
the freeze.  With the frost line thus pushed south, the Pinellas peninsula saw a number of citrus groves 
installed during the late 1890s into the early twentieth century (Sanders 1980:9; ACI 1998; Sanders 
1983:25-26). 

                                                      
10 In 1967, it merged with Seaboard Air Line Railroad in 1967 to become the Seaboard Coast Line. 
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The first road improvements on the peninsula developed from the bicycle craze which swept the nation in 
the 1890s.  Although the military built roads as needed during a campaign, and some enterprising 
individuals built their own toll roads for a profit, roadbuilding remained generally a local affair under the 
jurisdiction of county and city commissioners prior to the twentieth century.  Road locations were dependent 
on the commissioners, and maintenance was haphazard.  All adult men, except the disabled and ministers, 
were required to serve several days each year as road labor or to pay a fee in lieu of service.  Travel by 
boat and railroad remained a more convenient transportation mode.  Bridge construction advanced as a 
specialized branch of structural engineering complements of the railroad companies, which needed rigid 
structures capable of supporting fast-moving, heavy loads.  The improving railroad system highlighted the 
lack of a functional regional or statewide road network. The road and bridge building experience of the 
railroad engineers transmitted easily to vehicular roads with the advent of the automobile. Farmers and 
merchants soon realized that roads were necessary to improve their ability to market their goods.  During 
this period, bicycles grew in popularity as an urban pastime. Wanting to extend their cycling to the 
countryside, bicycle enthusiasts known as The League of American Wheelmen organized the National 
League for Good Roads at the 1893 Colombian Exposition in Chicago.  The group advocated for better 
roads and increased funding for construction and maintenance.  As an upper- and middle-class 
amusement, these enthusiasts held more sway with politicians than the farmers.  As a result, the nationwide 
Good Roads Movement drew widespread support from farmers and merchants to upper- and middle-class 
bicycle aficionados (Jackson 2004:29-32).   

During the first two decades of the twentieth century, the Pinellas peninsula was introduced to electricity, 
telephone service, modern utilities, and automobile transportation.  Frank Davis, a prominent publisher from 
Philadelphia who arrived in St. Petersburg to alleviate his own health problems, utilized Dr. Van Bibber’s 
1885 endorsement to the American Medical Association of the Pinellas peninsula as a health destination 
to heavily promote the benefits of St. Petersburg.  Davis, along with other new residents including St. 
Petersburg Times editor William Straub and St. Petersburg Evening Independent editor Lew Brown, 
tirelessly promoted the community during the early 1900s (Arsenault 1996:82-85).  The creation of St. 
Petersburg’s waterfront park system, the incorporation of a trolley system, and the construction of the 
Electric Pier drew additional tourists and new residents to the area (Arsenault 1996:87-89).  The companies 
formed by Frank A. Davis played a significant role in the creation of this first real estate boom and in the 
future development of the city.  In 1902, Frank A. Davis formed the St. Petersburg Investment Company, 
largely utilizing capital from former associates in Philadelphia.  The Investment Company served as the 
holding company for both the city’s electric and streetcar companies. The first trolley line in St. Petersburg 
was completed in 1904 along 9th Street South (present-day Dr. M.L. King Jr. Street) and extended to 
present-day Gulfport the following year (Grismer 1924, 67-79, 273; Grismer 1948, 119, 304-306).  

2.3.4.3 Creation of a County 

The effort to separate what was then known as West Hillsborough into a new county originated in 1906 and 
finally came to fruition in 1911.  The Florida legislature approved the creation of Pinellas County out of the 
western portion of Hillsborough County on May 23, 1911.  This separation was largely prompted by the 
demand for an improved road system on the Pinellas peninsula and Hillsborough County’s refusal to 
provide it (Straub 1929:67-68; Pinellas County Planning Department 1995:28).  In 1912, the county 
approved a $370,000 bond issue for the construction of hard-surfaced roads which provided for a piecemeal 
set of roads, not a network connecting the major cities. As the need for a cohesive system grew increasingly 
apparent, the Pinellas County Board of Trade established a road committee of ten members with 
representation for each community.  The board initiated planning for a county-wide network conducting 
surveys and creating cost estimates for it (Figure 10).  In 1915, voters approved $715,000 of bonds for the 
construction of 75 miles of nine ft. wide vitrified brick roads with concrete curbing which were completed in 
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1917 under the supervision of County Engineer Clement McMullen (Straub 1929:68; St. Petersburg Times 
11/1/1914).  County efforts to improve roads also included new bridges across major waterways.   

 

Figure 10. Plan Proposed by County Board of Trade (St. Petersburg Times 11/1/1914).  
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After years of boosterism on behalf of road advocates, Congress approved The Federal Aid Road Act, 
commonly known as the Bankhead Bill, in 1916.  It committed federal funds to the construction of rural post 
roads.  The act required that each state establish a road department to administer the funds. Anticipating 
the passage of the act, Florida established the State Road Department in 1915 and the transition from local 
to state control slowly proceeded (Jackson 2004:37-38). 

In St. Petersburg, developers such as H. Walter Fuller, Noel Mitchell, Charles Hall, Charles Roser, and C. 
Perry Snell triggered the city’s first real estate land boom from 1911 to 1914 largely through the efforts of 
city boosters to attract businesses and residents (Arsenault 1996:136). Promotional efforts by the Atlantic 
Coast Line Railroad (formerly the Orange Belt Railroad and the Henry Plant’s South Florida Railroad) 
brought organized tourist trains to St. Petersburg from New York in 1909 and from the Midwest in 1913.  
Many of these tourists continued to winter or permanently moved to the city.  Although the land boom 
collapsed during World War I, the development created a pattern for the growth of the city in the 1920s.  
The City’s administration also started to formally encourage tourism with promotional campaigns following 
the election of Al Lang as mayor in 1916.  Lang was elected after he arranged to bring the Philadelphia 
Phillies to the city for spring training.  Under his leadership, the City publicly encouraged tourism and made 
efforts to improve the physical appearance of the city.  With approximately 83 real estate companies 
operating in the city in 1914, the focus turned increasingly to winter residents with the local population 
doubled during the season.  These winter residents even formed tourist societies organized by state or 
region of origin which acted as booster clubs in their native states.  With the growth of tourism and new 
seasonal and permanent residents, the demand for new houses, rental units, and hotels escalated 
(Arsenault 1996:143-146).    

With the outbreak of World War I, the real estate market slowed and depression ensued.  When F.A. Davis 
died in 1917, the St. Petersburg Investment Company, as well as the electric and trolley companies that he 
had founded, faltered and failed.  The City eventually acquired the trolley line, and investors forced the sale 
of the electric plant and the mortgaged lands.  Although the onset of World War I limited tourism, St. 
Petersburg quickly rebounded following the war with the winter season of 1918-1919 more profitable than 
before the war.  Thanks in part to the efforts of John Lodwick, publicity agent for the Chamber of Commerce, 
the hotels and boarding houses were filled to capacity during the season. In spite of the fluctuations of the 
real estate market during the 1910s, St. Petersburg’s population grew from 4,127 in 1910 to 14,237 by 1920 
(Grismer 1924, 67-79; Grismer 1948, 132-33, 305-306; Arsenault 1996: 124, 135-137, 190).  

2.3.4.4 The Florida Land Boom 

The Florida Land Boom of the early 1920s prompted widespread development in the state’s cities and 
towns.  In spite of the damage caused by a hurricane in 1921, all of the Pinellas peninsula experienced 
exponential growth during the decade.  Between 1923 and 1925, the Florida Legislature officially 
designated a system of state roads and authorized the State Road Department to pursue its completion 
(Jackson 2004:38).  The construction of a national, state, and local road system opened the state and the 
county to an increasing number of middle-class vacationers and “tin-can tourists.”  St. Petersburg’s 
shortage of hotel rooms led to the 1920 creation of Tent City, a municipal campground for the “tin-can 
tourists.” This type of vacationer typically came by car and generally favored campgrounds to hotels.  They 
threatened the city’s established hotel industry and was not the class of visitor the leaders of the city were 
interested in attracting (Arsenault 1996:186-189).  The lack of hotel space and the booming economy during 
the late 1910s and early 1920s led to the conversion of a number of private residences into boarding houses 
or small hotels.  With only five major hotels providing fewer than 500 hotel rooms at the start of the boom, 
city leaders were encouraged by the construction of numerous hotels during the boom including the Hotel 
Cordova, Hotel Soreno, the Princess Martha Hotel, the Pennsylvania Hotel, and the Vinoy Park Hotel 
(Arsenault 1996: 201). Between 1924 and 1927, the number of hotels and boarding houses in St. 
Petersburg rose from 77 to 123 (Polk 1924, 1927).   
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In 1922, County Engineer C.E. Burleson initiated planning for the creation and continued maintenance of a 
modern system of roads to serve the county.  The plans incorporated rebuilding the existing brick roads by 
salvaging and reusing the brick laid in 1916 and 1917.  In 1923, voters approved a bond issue of $2,863,000 
million for the construction of 60 miles of main brick highways and 57 miles of lateral asphalt roads.  The 
main roads would be 16 ft. wide, while the laterals would vary from 10 ft. to 16 ft. wide.  The main roads 
included the route from St. Petersburg to the Pasco County line, the highway from Sutherland (present-day 
Palm Harbor) to the Hillsborough County line, the road from Clearwater through Safety Harbor to Oldsmar, 
and Haines Road.  Lateral roads to be improved included Lakeview Avenue (22nd Avenue South), 4th Street, 
Maximo Road (31st Street South), Indian Rocks Road, a connection from Clearwater to Haines Road, a 
road extending east from Belleair, a road from Dunedin to Drew Street, a shore road from Dunedin through 
Ozona to Sutherland, and a road along the shores of Lake Butler to Tarpon Springs.  Between 1924 and 
1926, twelve Special Road and Bridge Districts were formed with additional bonds for over $6.2 million 
approved providing for an additional 167 miles of paved highways, more reinforced concrete bridges, and 
three causeways to connect the mainland with the Gulf beaches. By 1929, the county road system 
incorporated 600 miles of public road of which 325 miles were paved (not including the city streets). The 
network also incorporated 58 bridges built of reinforced concrete totaling 11,695 lineal feet of structure 
(Straub 1929:68-70; St. Petersburg Times 7/6/1922, 11/22/23).   

The opening of the Gandy Bridge to Tampa in 1924 encouraged widespread development and construction 
extending north of downtown St. Petersburg to the bridge.  This route shortened the trip from St. Petersburg 
to Tampa from 43 to only 19 miles.  At the time of its construction, it was hailed as “the longest over-water 
highway in the world” (Straub 1929:71).  Extending six miles across Tampa Bay, the bridge was constructed 
by George S. Gandy who hired engineers to start the survey in 1915 and formed a company for its 
construction in 1917.  Permits were granted in 1918, but construction was delayed by World War I. Planning 
resumed in 1920 with construction initiated on the $3 million bridge in 1922 and completed in 1924 (Figure 
11; Arsenault 1996:199-200; Straub 1929:71).     

 

Figure 11. Gandy Bridge Toll Booth (St. Petersburg Museum of History). 

The lack of hotel space and the booming economy during the late 1910s and early 1920s led to the 
conversion of a number of private residences immediately north of downtown into boarding houses or small 
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hotels.  Many residents of this once residential neighborhood north of downtown recognized the inevitable 
growth of the central business district and built new houses in the fashionable residential sections now 
known as the Old Northeast and Snell Isle.  Starting with the creation of the waterfront park system in the 
1910s, dredge and fill projects spreading north to the Gandy Bridge created a series of artificial peninsulas 
for residential development along the bay.  Near the Gandy Bridge, J. Kennedy Block opened Rio Vista, 
and Eugene Elliott promoted Weedon Island and his Florida Riviera. Closer to downtown, C. Perry Snell 
developed North Shore and Snell Isle.  Between the two, N.J. Upham created Shore Acres.  Nathaniel J. 
Upham acquired the properties which now comprise Shore Acres in 1921 and 1924.  Upham joined with 
real estate agents Paul Boardman and Howard Frazee who served as sales agents for the project.  Upham 
built a wooden bridge at the south end of the land for pedestrian and vehicular traffic.  He also erected a 
wooden bridge near the location of the existing 40th Avenue NE Bridge to serve the trolley line which he 
joined with C. Perry Snell to extend through his development up to Shore Acres. Upham installed a golf 
course on the east side of Placido Bayou in 1929.  Upham paid for improvements as they were built which 
left empty streets with intermittent houses when the real estate market declined in 1926 and 1927 (Arsenault 
1996:199-200; St. Petersburg Times 8/7/1960, 7/27/1961a). 

2.3.4.5 Depression and Recovery 

Initially, a relatively healthy tourist trade kept the local economy afloat following the downturn of the real 
estate market in 1926 and the devastating hurricanes which damaged south Florida in 1926 and 1928.  
With the crash of the stock market in 1929, however, Pinellas County suffered an economic loss due to the 
lack of tourist traffic during the ensuing national depression.  A dismal tourist season during the winter of 
1929-1930 led to business failures, mortgage foreclosures, and unemployment.  Every bank in St. 
Petersburg failed and closed by April 1931 (Arsenault 1996:253-260).  By the mid-1930s, federal relief 
projects helped revive the local economy through the construction of parks, bridges, and public buildings.  
Projects, such as the construction of Bay Pines Veterans’ Hospital and the Treasure Island Causeway, 
impacted the entire county.  Projects in St. Petersburg included a new City Hall, an addition to Albert Whitted 
Airport, Bartlett Park, an addition to Mound Park City Hospital, a beach water system, the construction of 
the U.S. Coast Guard Air Station near Bayboro Harbor, a National Guard armory, and a new campus for 
the St. Petersburg Junior College.  By providing these kinds of projects throughout the nation, the New Deal 
agencies brought partial economic recovery to Pinellas residents.  With an improved financial outlook, 
tourists returned to the county during the late-1930s (Arsenault 1996:253-260). 

2.3.4.6 World War II 

Although tourism had rebounded to some extent by 1940, the activation of the military, rationing, and travel 
restrictions of World War II severely curtailed the area’s tourism based economy after the United States 
entered the war in 1941.  Most of St. Petersburg’s hotels and boarding houses remained empty during the 
winter of 1941-42.  Realizing that the empty rooms could be an asset as military housing, city leaders 
successfully lobbied the War Department for a military base.  The opening of a technical services training 
center for the Army Air Corps brought over ten thousand soldiers to the St. Petersburg during the summer 
of 1942.  The military leased almost every major hotel and many of the smaller hotels in the city.  Only the 
Suwannee Hotel and some of the smaller hotels and boarding houses were open to civilian use.  By the 
time the training center closed in July 1943, over 100,000 soldiers had visited St. Petersburg.  Although the 
training center closed, the United States Maritime Service Bayboro Harbor Base, which trained merchant 
seamen, continued to grow eventually leasing four of the downtown hotels abandoned by the Army Air 
Corps.  During the war, the federal government forced the sale of the Gandy Bridge and the Davis 
Causeway to eliminate tolls for soldiers who trained in Tampa and lived in Pinellas County (Sanders 
1983:84).  Other bases and support facilities throughout the area brought thousands of soldiers to the 
Tampa Bay area (Arsenault 1996:298-301).   
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2.3.4.7 Post-World War II Boom 

Pinellas County rapidly demilitarized following the war with many veterans returning with their families to 
the region.  The Great Depression and governmental restrictions during the war led to a housing shortage 
following World War II.  Many hotels and boarding houses were again filled with tourists and new residents 
awaiting the construction of new homes.  New houses filled the subdivisions platted during the 1920s but 
left vacant by the real estate decline and depression.  The trend in new housing focused on the construction 
of small tract homes in new subdivisions.  For decades, a massive dredge-and-fill endeavor took place 
along the coast of Pinellas County. Dredging machines and fill material were utilized to artificially build up 
and elevate the low-lying land in preparation for ambitious residential development of the area. Between 
1900 and 1970, nearly 5,000 acres were added to the coastlines of Pinellas County (PCPD 2008).  

Dredging in Tampa Bay, Boca Ciega Bay, and along the Intracoastal waterway created finger islands filled 
with new subdivisions. Initially developed during the 1920s, Shore Acres held 233 residences in 1956, but 
quickly filled with new homes in the post war period (Figure 12).  Projections in 1960 forecasted 2,988 single 
family homes in the Shore Acres area by the time that the Venetian Isles development was completed.  The 
former Shore Acres Golf Course, directly north of the project area, sold to Irving Green and Associates in 
1957.  They developed it into Waterway Estates, which accommodated 619 homes with ten miles of 100 ft. 
waterways.  Accessible only by a bridge from Snell Isle at the south end and a connection at the north end 
along 62nd Avenue North, the exponential growth of the area required a new access point (St. Petersburg 
Times 8/7/1960). 

 

Figure 12. Aerial of Shore Acres, looking north from Snell Isle.  Filled land for Patrician Point 
at left with Waterway Estates north of it, 1960 (St. Petersburg Times 8/7/1960). 

In response, Dunedin contractors W.H. Armston & Company in conjunction with the State Road Department 
completed construction of the 40th Avenue NE Bridge in 1961 as part of a project that widened 38th Avenue 
North and linked it to 40th Avenue North east of 4th Street North. At the request of the St. Petersburg City 
Council, the bridge was named in honor of N.J. Upham, who had created Shore Acres in the 1920s (St. 
Petersburg Times 7/27/1961a, 7/27/1961b).  Soon after completion of the bridge, Charles Cheezem, 
President of Thunderbird Homes, Inc., purchased land on the east side of the bridge in April 1962.  The 
company quickly had the land surveyed and filed a plat for both Patrician Point Unit 1 and Unit 2 in 1962.  
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The first unit included approximately 100 building lots with ten under construction and eight lots sold by July 
1962.   In 1963, the Senator Model, which featured special sound-proofing measures, was selected for the 
annual “Parade of Homes” and was subsequently profiled in House & Home Magazine in 1964.  Additional 
homes were featured in Woman’s Day magazine later in the year. On the west side of the bridge, North 
East Homes, Inc. organized by Bob Crisp Realty, filed a plat for the North East Park Shores First Addition 
in 1963.  The development, which continued construction into the 1970s, featured 92 waterfront home sites 
and 98 water view properties built by a variety of contractors including builder Oscar F. Tessier and C & S 
Homes by Charles Schwarz (Figure 13; Pinellas County Clerk of Court 1962a, 1962b, 1963; St. Petersburg 
Times 7/23/1962, 7/29/1962, 5/12/1963, 1/26/1964, 11/1/1964, 5/12/1968, 10/22/1968, 8/25/1970).   

 

Figure 13. Entrance to North East Park Shores at 40th Avenue NE and 12th Street Northeast, 
1970 (St. Petersburg Times 8/25/1970). 

Improvements to the existing road systems during the post-war era opened new areas of the county for 
development.  Initially undertaken to provide for the transport of military vehicles during the war, civilians 
benefited from the improvements after the war.  In Pinellas County, the final segment of the Gulf Coast 
Highway, now known as U.S. Highway 19, opened a north-south route through the middle of the county 
providing a direct route between St. Petersburg and Tallahassee.  The construction of motels, restaurants, 
stores, and trailer parks along this route flourished in the 1950s and 1960s.  As development spread, the 
introduction of shopping centers and malls, such as Central Plaza, Tyrone Gardens Shopping Center, and 
Tyrone Mall in St. Petersburg, drew new residents and tourists away from downtown (Pinellas County 
Planning Department 1995:4).         

The automobile changed the traditional downtown.  Inexpensive automobiles meant cheaper and easier 
vacations available to middle-class Americans.  Promotional brochures touted the county’s beaches with 
the coast adopting the “Holiday Isles” moniker and Tampa Bay attracting the “Suncoast” designation.  With 
the development of the coastal beaches and motels, mainland hotels suffered and declined. During the 
1960s and 1970s, downtowns and the neighborhoods surrounding the central core entered a period of 
decline and abandonment.  Many of the buildings associated with the early history of the city slowly 
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deteriorated.  The longer, sleeker lines of automobiles, as well as the increase in traffic in the 1950s, led to 
the construction of new parking lots.  Streets were converted to one-way traffic in order to ease congestion.    
In St. Petersburg, reinvestment and preservation including the rehabilitation of the Vinoy Hotel revived 
downtown and surrounding neighborhoods during the 1990s (Arsenault 1996:307-313). 

A comprehensive project to widen and replace the county’s early Tampa Bay and Intracoastal Waterway 
bridges was undertaken during the 1950s and 1960s.  An additional span was added to the Gandy Bridge 
in 1956.  Davis Causeway was widened, improved, and renamed the Courtney Campbell Parkway in honor 
of a prominent member of the state road board who lived in Clearwater.  The Memorial Causeway in 
Clearwater was replaced between 1960 and 1962, and again between 2001 and 2005.  The Belleair Beach 
Causeway opened in 1950.  The US 19A bridge adjacent to the sponge diving enterprises over the Anclote 
River was replaced in 1956. The Indian Rocks Bridge was replaced in 1958 followed by the Welch 
Causeway in 1962.  The Sunshine Skyway Bridge connecting St. Petersburg and the Pinellas peninsula 
with Manatee County opened in 1954 as a modern engineering feat.  Another span was added in 1969, but 
the bridge was extensively damaged in 1980 when a tanker hit a pier killing 35 people. The bridge was 
eventually replaced. The Howard Franklin Bridge opened between Pinellas and Hillsborough Counties in 
1960 bringing the interstate system to Pinellas County.  The other major bridge construction project of the 
1960s was the Pinellas Bayway connecting south St. Petersburg to the southern end of St. Pete Beach.  
Constructed using a $16.8 million bond issue the network of bridges and dredging allowed developers to 
constructed houses and commercial enterprises on Tierra Verde, Isla Del Sol, and on the approach to the 
newly opened Ft. Desoto Park (St. Petersburg Times 1/7/1955, 10/2/1956, 11/17/1961, 5/24/1962, 
8/18/1962, 9/3/1962, 8/24/1973; Yoder 2014; Dunn 1973:32; Pinellas County Planning Department 
1995:5).   

By 1993, the county population totaled 864,953 residents, making it the fifth largest county in the state with 
70% of residents living in incorporated areas.  The largest employers were in the fields of medicine, health 
and business services, retail, electrical manufacturing, and printing and publishing.  Only 124 farms 
remained in the county amounting to only two percent of the land use (Purdum 1994:104).  Between 1994 
and 1996, the County and FDOT spent $25 million on improvements to ten bridges in Pinellas including the 
Dunedin Causeway, Clearwater Pass, Clearwater Memorial Causeway, Belleair Causeway, Indian Rocks 
Bridge, Park Boulevard Bridge, Welch Causeway, Jon’s Pass Bridge, Corey Causeway and Pinellas 
Bayway (St. Petersburg Times 10/19/1994; Tampa Tribune 6/20/1995). 

2.3.5 Land Use History  

The Board of Trustee’s Land Database System provides online access to a searchable database of state 
land records (State of Florida 2017). This database was used to search for records pertaining to sections 
in which the project area is located. During the survey of lands for the government, sections often were 
further sub-divided into fractional sections, blocks, or lots (in the case of uneven parcels). These 
subdivisions are known as aliquots. This search determined that the north half of the southeast quarter of 
Section 27, within which the project area lies, was deeded to Hamilton Disston’s Florida Land and 
Improvement Company on January 5, 1883. However, there is no evidence that Disston ever developed 
the land.  

Cardno obtained historical aerial photographs of the project area for the years 1943 and 1957 from the 
University of Florida Digital Collections (UFDC) Aerial Photography of Florida website. A review of the 1943 
and 1957 aerial photographs shows that much of the land immediately east and west of the bridge did not 
exist at the time (Figure 14; UFDC 1943, 1957). The land that was present has been significantly altered 
and sculpted in an effort to create waterfront property for future residences. A bridge or trellis over Placido 
Bayou is present in the 1943 aerial photograph. According to an article in the Tampa Bay Times dated July 
27, 1961, a wooden bridge had been constructed in that vicinity sometime in the 1920s by the Upham real 
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estate interests. “It served the Uphams’ old private trolley line – then considered a straight shoot to Shore 
Acres - at that time an undeveloped flatland jungle” (St. Petersburg Times 7/27/1961). By 1957, the land 
extending west and south from the bridge had changed dramatically, while the land to the north of 40th 
Avenue NE and on the east end of the bridge remained essentially the same as in the 1943 aerial, nearly 
fourteen years later. With the construction of the bridge in 1961, residential development proceeded rapidly, 
completely transforming the land by the time of the field survey (Figure 15).  
 

 
Figure 14. 1943 and 1957 historic aerial photographs showing bridge location and land 

modification. 

Thus, Placido Bayou, over which the 40th Avenue NE Bridge (FDOT Bridge#157154, FMSF#8PI12846) 
crosses, has been dramatically altered by sustained construction and development activities over the 
course of seven decades. Cardno determined that maritime archaeological investigation was not warranted 
for the 40th Avenue NE Bridge over Placido Bayou project based on this background research and a review 
of the soils present within the APE. The intensive dredging, filling, and earthmoving operations that were 
conducted in and around the project area have removed the likelihood of encountering any extant 
submerged archaeological resources. Additionally, background research did not identify any submerged 
historic resources located in the vicinity of the 40th Avenue NE Bridge over Placido Bayou that may be 
impacted as a result of proposed bridge construction. 
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Figure 15. 2018 aerial photograph showing bridge location and land modification. 
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3 Research Design 

3.1 Objectives 
The objective of this archaeological and historical survey was to locate and evaluate any historic properties 
located within the project APE boundaries. Prehistoric and historic archaeological sites, structures, land 
forms, cemeteries, landscapes, traditional cultural properties, and linear resources (historic roads, railroads, 
and canals) are among the types of historic properties looked for during this investigation.  

The first part of the research strategy was to compile background, or archival, information about the project 
area. State and local agency records were searched for relevant data. This information was used to 
generate a site predictive model for this particular project area, to guide the field investigations. Previous 
survey work in the general vicinity and within the region was consulted to provide an overview of the types 
of resources that might be encountered, and to give insight into the methods used by other researchers. 
Florida Master Site File data was searched for any previously recorded sites within or adjacent to the project 
area that would merit special consideration. The project area was mapped on a USGS 7.5’ topographic 
quadrangle to indicate slope and distance to water, important factors in developing the site predictive model. 
Soil data and environmental surveys were used to characterize the environmental setting of the project 
area, and identify areas more suitable for prehistoric or historic settlement (Lewis et al. 2006, Soil Survey 
Staff 2014). Both primary and secondary sources, such as original land surveys conducted by the State of 
Florida, subdivision plats filed with the Pinellas County Clerk of Court, city directories, the City of St. 
Petersburg’s historical permitting property cards, newspaper articles from the St. Petersburg Times and 
Tampa Tribune, and published local histories by Karl Grismer and Raymond Arsenault, were used to 
develop a historic context of the project area. 

3.2 Expected Results 
The project area is located on highly altered and residentially developed land adjacent to the Shore Acres 
community. For decades, a massive dredge-and-fill endeavor took place along the coast of Pinellas County. 
Dredging machines and fill material from Tampa were utilized in order to artificially elevate the low-lying 
land in preparation for ambitious residential development of the area. Between 1900 and 1970, nearly 5,000 
acres were added to the coastlines of Pinellas County (PCPD 2008). The project area consists 
predominantly of manufactured land that has been substantially developed into a sprawling residential 
community. 

In west-central Florida, the larger prehistoric sites tend to be located where two or more different 
environmental settings interface. Such locations gave the early inhabitants access to a variety of resources 
in one place. Distance to potable water is a key factor in predicting site location. Rivers, creeks, and lake 
shores were favored locations. Sites found in upland settings, on deeper sandy soils further from water, 
tend to be small lithic scatters or campsites. Relative elevation can also be a factor, with low rises favored, 
and steep slopes avoided. Well-drained, acidic, sandy soils do not allow for the preservation of organic 
materials (plant or animal remains), so evidence of prehistoric use of these areas may be even harder to 
find. Soils with a higher organic content are more likely to preserve middens and trash pits. Small, low burial 
mounds may also be found in peninsular Florida, although they are often impacted by prior agricultural use 
of an area. Given the original coastal environmental setting of the 40th Avenue NE Bridge with low 
topography immediately adjacent to a major waterway, the project area was thought to have a moderate 
probability of containing prehistoric sites. The highest likelihood for this would be on the most intact portion 
of land, directly to the west of the 40th Avenue NE Bridge on the south side of 40th Avenue NE, which 
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predates the substantial land manufacturing activities in the area. However, the probability that such sites 
might be intact was thought to be low given the evidence of extensive landform modification during the 
twentieth century as well as the existence of multiple buried public utilities funneled through and across the 
narrow corridor of the 40th Avenue NE road and bridge.  

Distance to water is not as significant of an indicator when it comes to historic sites. Cardno obtained 
historical aerial photographs of the project area for the years 1943 and 1957 from the University of Florida 
Digital Collections. A review of the 1943 and 1957 aerial photographs shows that much of the land 
immediately west and east of the bridge did not exist at the time (UFDC 1943, 1957). The land that is 
present has been significantly altered and sculpted in an effort to create waterfront property for future 
residences. As a result, the project area was expected to have relatively low potential to contain any 
significant historic archaeological deposits. There was the potential for some pre-1940s debris, but most of 
that would have been removed during construction of the bridge and surrounding residences.  

Maritime archaeology investigates human interaction with bodies of water through the study of associated 
physical remains be they vessels, shore-side facilities, port-related structures, cargoes, human remains 
and submerged landscapes. The 40th Avenue NE Bridge (FDOT Bridge#157154, FMSF#8PI12846) spans 
Placido Bayou, a body of water dramatically altered by sustained construction and development activities 
over the course of seven decades. Cardno determined that maritime archaeological investigation was not 
warranted for the 40th Avenue NE Bridge over Placido Bayou project based on background research and a 
review of the soils present within the APE. The intensive dredging, filling, and earthmoving operations that 
were conducted in and around the project area have removed the likelihood of encountering any extant 
submerged archaeological resources. Additionally, Cardno identified no submerged historic resources 
located in the vicinity of the 40th Avenue NE Bridge over Placido Bayou APE that may be impacted as a 
result of proposed bridge construction as currently designed. 

Based on the historic context and background research, it was anticipated that the historical APE for the 
40th Avenue NE Bridge over Placido Bayou project would have a high potential for historic period structures.  
It was expected that most, if not all, of the historic resources within the view shed APE would be associated 
with the development of the subdivisions in the 1960s.  A review of the property appraiser’s records found 
ten residential structures that currently exist within the historical APE and were constructed in or prior to 
1969.  

3.3 Procedures to Deal with Unexpected Results 
Although the project area was subjected to a thorough archaeological survey, the possibility remains that 
prehistoric or historic archaeological materials or sites could be encountered. If any materials, prehistoric 
or historic artifacts, or suspected bones or other indications of human remains are encountered during 
subsurface excavation then all work in that area should be stopped and moved to another area until the 
location can be inspected. Artifacts could include prehistoric pottery, concentrations of shell, bone, and dark 
soil stains that feel “greasy.” This area may also contain human burials, either by themselves or in small 
groupings. If the presence of human remains are identified or suspected, all work in that area must be 
halted and the area secured. The following procedures for dealing with unmarked human remains are 
outlined by the Florida Division of Historical Resources in Module Three (2003: 20). 

In the event that unmarked burials, including both non-Indian and Native American remains, are 
encountered, the following actions should be taken, consistent with Chapter 872.05, F.S. (Offenses 
Concerning Dead Bodies and Graves), and the implementing rule for this law, Rule 1A-44, F.A.C.  

• When an unmarked human burial is discovered, all activity that may disturb it shall cease immediately, 
and the district medical examiner (DME, or coroner) shall be notified.  
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• The DME will determine whether the remains are under the DME’s jurisdiction (i.e., the remains may be 
involved in a legal investigation or represent the burial of an individual who has been dead less than 75 
years), or that of the State Archaeologist.  

• If the DME finds that the remains are not under his/her jurisdiction, he/she shall notify the State 
Archaeologist, who shall designate an archaeologist and human skeletal analyst to examine the remains 
and report within 15 days as to their cultural and biological characteristics. The State Archaeologist may be 
reached at (850)-245-6444. 

3.4 Field Methods 
Archaeological field survey of the 40th Avenue NE Bridge over Placido Bayou project area was conducted 
by Cardno on August 14, 2018 by Erin McKendry and Meg Stack under the supervision of Paul Jones. The 
fieldwork was performed to meet the guidelines set forth in the Florida Division of Historical Resources’ 
Module Three: Guidelines for Use by Historic Preservation Professionals (Florida Division of Historical 
Resources 2003).  

The primary methodology employed in this cultural resource assessment survey was a combination of 
pedestrian survey and subsurface shovel testing. Based on the results of archival research, the project area 
was assigned a low probability of containing subsurface archaeological deposits. However, the project area 
was subject to testing placed at a minimum of 50-m intervals in areas that had not already been built upon 
or where underground utilities did not exist.  

Due to the presence of buried underground utilities, only two shovel tests were excavated during the survey. 
Shovel tests measured 50 cm (20 in.) in diameter and were dug to a maximum depth of 100 cm (39 in.). All 
spoil was screened through ¼-in. (0.64-cm) hardware cloth mesh. Ground cover ranged from roughly 10 to 
100 percent. The Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates of all shovel tests and relevant features 
were recorded using hand-held Global Positioning System (GPS) devices set to North American Datum 
(NAD) 83. Shovel test locations were recorded on the Collector application. Locations of shovel tests were 
also recorded on aerial photographs of the project area, and digital color pictures were taken of relevant 
features and to illustrate the project setting. All field measurements were taken in metric units. No 
archaeological material was recovered from either shovel test. 

Architectural field survey, conducted in July and August of 2018, located and documented all historic 
resources (buildings, structures, objects, districts, landscapes, or linear resources) within the APE and 
evaluated them for their eligibility for listing in the NRHP. Historical research including, but not limited to, 
historic maps, books, newspapers, deeds, aerial photographs, and local informants, identified significant 
historical associations, related contexts, historic settlement, and land use patterns in the region. Field 
survey involved walking or driving the APE to identify buildings, other man-made features, natural elements, 
circulation networks, transportation routes, and spatial relationships between the resources in their settings. 
All resources constructed in or before 1969 were recorded on FMSF forms.  No resources less than 50 
years of age, but of exceptional significance as defined by the NRHP, were identified or recorded as part 
of this survey. 

Field survey included an in-depth study of each identified resource.  Fieldwork was completed by a team of 
two, consisting of an architectural historian and a technician.  The team was equipped with maps and aerial 
photographs of the project area, blank FMSF Historical Structure Forms, a digital camera, photographic log 
sheets, and a Trimble GeoXT and R-1 GNSS system paired with an iPad.  The location of each resource 
was noted through GPS and plotted on USGS quadrangle maps and project aerials.  Florida Master Site 
File forms were completed electronically for each historic resource identified in this survey as well as a 
Survey Log Sheet.  A FMSF Historical Structure Form was prepared which included information about the 
architectural style, design elements, construction details, condition, and setting.  An analysis of integrity of 
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the individual resource, as well as how the resources relate to each other and the surrounding landscape, 
were evaluated.  A physical description of each resource is provided in this report, and digital photographs 
were taken of exteriors of each resource. In assessing the historical significance of any resource, standard 
criteria utilized for determining eligibility for inclusion in the NRHP, as defined in 36 CFR 60.4, and in 
consultation with the SHPO, were used. 

3.5 Criteria for NRHP Eligibility 
Cultural resources are evaluated for potential NRHP eligibility based on several criteria (National Register 
of Historic Places 1998:2). “The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, 
engineering, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity 
of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.” 

To be considered significant, the historic property must meet one or more of the four National Register of 
Historic Places criteria in addition to possessing integrity:  

A. Be associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our 
history; or 

B. Be associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or  

C. Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that represent 
the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and 
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or  

D. Have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history. 

Criterion D is most commonly applied to archaeological sites, while A, B, and C are most often used to 
evaluate buildings and structures (National Register of Historic Places 1998).  
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4 Results 

4.1 Archaeological Survey Results 
A cultural resource assessment survey of 40th Avenue NE Bridge over Placido Bayou project area was 
conducted, involving the excavation of two shovel tests and a complete surface inspection for 
archaeological and historical artifacts. Neither of the two shovel tests were positive for archaeological or 
historic materials. Much of the area could not be subsurface tested due to the highly developed residential 
nature of the project area. In addition to the paved 40th Avenue NE and the bridge, the asphalt road is 
bounded to the north and south by concrete pedestrian sidewalks. The right-of-way transitions immediately 
into private and fenced residential property on all sides of the project area. Also, several underground 
utilities exist within the right-of-way to the north and south of 40th Avenue NE (Figure 16). In fact, 40th 
Avenue NE and the Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge# 157154, FMSF# 8PI12846) are a primary 
transmission corridor supplying utilities over Placido Bayou from the main land to the greater Shore Acres 
community. The specific locations of buried utilities were avoided. Given the small footprint of the project 
area and the high frequency of buried utilities within the right-of-way, the field crew was able to identify only 
two locations for placement of shovel tests. Both locations were situated on the west side of the 40th Avenue 
NE bridge, one north of 40th Avenue NE and one south of 40th Avenue NE (Figure 17). Despite coordination 
with locators for all utilities prior to conducting fieldwork, unidentified utilities were encountered in Shovel 
Test (ST) 1-1, which necessitated halting excavation of the shovel test at 20 cmbs with no viable offset 
option (Figure 18). ST 1-2 was excavated successfully to a depth of 110 cmbs before encountering ground 
water saturation exceeding 80 percent.   

Based on the results of this investigation, it is Cardno’s professional opinion that the 40th Avenue NE Bridge 
over Placido Bayou project will not affect sites that have historical, cultural, or sacred significance, or that 
otherwise meet the minimum criteria for listing in the NRHP. No further archaeological research is 
recommended for the project area.  

 

Figure 16. Utilities in ROW on north side of 40th Avenue NE, facing east. 
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Figure 17. Results map indicating shovel tests, recorded historic structures, and historic 
bridge. 
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Figure 18. Photo of buried utility line in ST 1-1 at 20 cmbs. 

4.2 Historical Survey Results 
Cardno identified and recorded ten historic resources within the historical APE (see Figure 17 and Table 
3). All of the buildings are residential properties constructed between 1962 and 1968. Individually, the 
buildings lack architectural distinction and significant historical associations to warrant NRHP listing.  As a 
whole, alterations limit their eligibility as a district. 

In addition to the residences within the APE, the Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FMSF# 8PI12846) over 
Placido Bayou (FDOT Bridge 157154) at 40th Avenue NE is a seven-span concrete slab bridge which was 
constructed in 1961.  It was recently recorded as part of the Pinellas County Historic Bridge Survey in which 
it was identified by the surveyor as ineligible for listing in the NRHP. As this was part of a grant-funded 
project, the Florida SHPO did not evaluate the eligibility of the resource.  The 2012 Program Comment 
Issued for Streamlining Section 106 Review for Actions Affecting Post-1945 Concrete and Steel Bridges 
(77 FR 68795; Federal Register Document 2012-27866) by the ACHP “relieves federal agencies from the 
Section 106 requirement to consider the effects of undertakings on the bridge types identified in Section V 
of this Program Comment” if a bridge does not meet three considerations listed in Section IV and detailed 
below (Federal Register Document 2012-27866).  This bridge was not listed in or determined eligible for 
listing in the NRHP (Consideration A).  It is not located adjacent to or within an NRHP-listed or eligible 
historic district.  It is not one of the following bridge types: arch bridges, truss bridges, bridges with movable 
spans, suspension bridges, cable-stayed bridges, or covered bridges (Consideration B).  Finally, it was not 
identified in the latest statewide bridge survey as having exceptional historical significance or distinctive 
architectural features or engineering departing from standard designs (Consideration C; ACI 2012).  The 
Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FMSF# 8PI12846) is a 1961 concrete slab bridge typical of the era.  Therefore, 
the bridge itself is exempt from Section 106 review and was not recorded or evaluated by the current study. 

Descriptions and NRHP evaluations of individual resources follow.  A survey log sheet is included in 
Appendix A, while FMSF forms for all identified resources are provided in Appendix B. 
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Table 3. Newly Recorded Historic Resources within the Historical APE of the Project. 

FMSF 
Number Name/Address Year 

built Style Use Survey 
Evaluation 

8PI12919 4001 12th Street NE 1968 Ranch Private Residence Ineligible 

8PI12920 3997 12th Street NE 1962 Ranch Private Residence Ineligible 

8PI12921 1336 40th Avenue NE 1963 Ranch Private Residence Ineligible 

8PI12922 1328 40th Avenue NE 1963 Ranch Private Residence Ineligible 

8PI12923 1325 40th Avenue NE 1965 Ranch Private Residence Ineligible 

8PI12924 1316 40th Avenue NE 1964 Contemporary/ 
Mid-Century 
Modern 

Private Residence Ineligible 

8PI12925 1315 40th Avenue NE 1964 Ranch Private Residence Ineligible 

8PI12926 1308 40th Avenue NE 1964 Ranch Private Residence Ineligible 

8PI12927 1301 40th Avenue NE 1964 Ranch Private Residence Ineligible 

8PI12928 1300 40th Avenue NE 1964 Ranch Private Residence Ineligible 

 

4.2.1 4001 12th Street NE (8PI12919) 

Address: 4001 12th Street NE, St. Petersburg 
FMSF: 8PI12919 
Tax Parcel: Pinellas 05-31-17-60606-002-0010 
Type: Residence 
Date: 1968 
NRHP Eligibility Recommendation: Ineligible 

The residence at 4001 12th Street NE (8PI12919) is located on the northeast corner of 12th Street NE and 
40th Avenue NE on Pinellas County Tax Parcel 05-31-17-60606-002-0010 (Figure 19). It is approximately 
70 meters northwest of the Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge#157154, FMSF#8PI12846). The front 
elevation faces west onto 12th Street NE. The rear elevation abuts Placido Bayou by way of a seawall. The 
Pinellas County Property Appraiser gives a construction date of 1968 for the residence.  C & S Homes built 
this house as a model home for the 1st Addition to North East Park Shores subdivision.  An online search 
of the FMSF database at Florida DHR indicated that this resource was not previously recorded.  

The one-story, Ranch-style residence has a concrete slab foundation and an intersecting gable roof clad in 
pantile with boxed rafters. The exterior of the home is surfaced with stucco. There is a broad central arcade 
entry flanked by an integrated garage on one side and additional living space with a ribbon of metal two-
light sliding windows on the other. The inset entry boasts three large fixed picture windows adjacent to a 
panel door flanked by one-light sidelights. The lawn is manicured with mature landscaping and a straight 
driveway edged with two rows of stone pavers. Along the property line to the south is a moderately high 
wooden fence with further vegetation on either side.  
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The building is one of the youngest homes in the project survey area. It was altered ca. 2010 with some 
replacement windows.  It is a typical example of Ranch-style homes in the area dating to the 1960s. The 
residence at 4001 12th Street NE (8PI12919) would likely not be eligible for NRHP listing under Criteria A, 
B, or C. Architectural resources are typically not eligible under Criterion D. 

 

Figure 19. 4001 12th Street NE (8PI12919), west (front) elevation, taken facing east. 

 

4.2.2 3997 12th Street NE (8PI12920) 

Address: 3997 12th Street NE, St. Petersburg 
FMSF: 8PI12920 
Tax Parcel: 05-31-17-60588-004-0010 
Type: Residence 
Date: 1962 
NRHP Eligibility Recommendation: Ineligible  

The residence at 3997 12th Street NE (8PI12920) is located on the southeast corner of 12th Street NE and 
40th Avenue NE on Pinellas County Tax Parcel 05-31-17-60588-004-0010. It is approximately 75 meters 
southwest of the Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge#157154, FMSF#8PI12846). It is one of only 
two resources identified in the APE on the west side of the bridge built before 1969. The front elevation 
faces west onto 12th Street NE. The rear elevation abuts Placido Bayou by way of a seawall. The Pinellas 
County Property Appraiser gives a construction date of 1962 for the residence. Records indicate that builder 
Oscar F. Tessier received a permit to construct this residence in the North East Park Shores subdivision in 
December 1961.  An online search of the FMSF database at Florida DHR indicated that this resource was 
not previously recorded.  

This building is a one-story, Ranch-style residence has a hipped roof clad in 5V crimp sheet metal with a 
gable roof extension over the one bay central porch (Figure 20). The building is surfaced in stucco and 
includes a set of stucco panels flanking a large metal one-over-one single-hung sash window on the west 
(front) elevation. The entry sports a two-light, two-panel fiberglass door adjacent to a large picture window 
with one-over-one single-hung sash windows on either side. The irregularly shaped building rests on a 
continuous concrete foundation.  The residence also includes a wide external concrete block chimney on 
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the north elevation. There is a wooden fence around the side and rear yards and a dock projecting east 
into Placido Bayou.   

This resource is in good condition but has been altered with replacement windows, an altered front porch, 
and porch and chimney additions. It is a typical example of simple Ranch style homes in the area dating to 
the early 1960s and lacks historical significance based on the available information. The residence at 3997 
12th Street NE (8PI12920) would likely not be eligible for NRHP listing under Criteria A, B, or C.  Architectural 
resources are typically not eligible under Criterion D. 

 

Figure 20. 3997 12th Street NE (8PI12920), west (front) elevation, taken facing east. 

 

4.2.3 1336 40th Avenue NE (8PI12921) 

Address: 1336 40th Avenue NE, St. Petersburg 
FMSF: 8PI12921 
Tax Parcel: 04-31-17-67824-000-0050 
Type: Residence 
Date: 1963 
NRHP Eligibility Recommendation: Ineligible 

The residence at 1336 40th Avenue NE (8PI12921) is located on the south side of 40th Avenue NE on 
Pinellas County Tax Parcel 04-31-17-67824-000-0050. It is approximately 150 meters southeast of the 
Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge#157154, FMSF#8PI12846). The front elevation faces north onto 
40th Avenue NE. The rear elevation abuts Placido Bayou to the south by way of a seawall. The Pinellas 
County Property Appraiser gives a construction date of 1963 for the residence. Permit records indicate it 
was constructed by Thunderbird Homes, Inc. as part of the Patrician Point development.  An online search 
of the FMSF database at Florida DHR indicated that this resource was not previously recorded.  

The one-story, Ranch style residence has an intersecting gable roof clad in composition shingles (Figure 
21). The incorporated garage situated at the east end of the building has a panel door with fanlights. The 
building is surfaced in stucco, and rests on a concrete slab foundation. The entry is set into the L on the 
north elevation with arched openings in the entry porch. The windows are vinyl, one-over-one single-hung 
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sash placed independently. Decorative elements include the arched openings and boxed eaves. While the 
driveway is unadorned poured concrete, it includes a straight and circular configuration.   

Alterations include replacement windows and stucco ca. 2000, and an addition to the rear in 2005. It is a 
typical example of Ranch-style homes found throughout the area dating to the early 1960s. The limited 
historical research available did not indicate any significance.  The residence at 1336 40th Avenue NE 
(8PI12921) would likely not be eligible for NRHP listing under Criteria A, B, or C.  Architectural resources 
are typically not eligible under Criterion D. 

 
Figure 21. 1336 40th Avenue NE (8PI12921), north (front) elevation, taken facing south. 

 

4.2.4 1328 40th Avenue NE (8PI12922) 

Address: 1328 40th Avenue NE, St. Petersburg 
FMSF: 8PI12922 
Tax Parcel: 04-31-17-67824-000-0040 
Type: Residence 
Date: 1963 
NRHP Eligibility Recommendation: Ineligible 

The residence at 1328 40th Avenue NE (8PI12922) is located on the south side of 40th Avenue NE on 
Pinellas County Tax Parcel 04-31-17-67824-000-0040. It is approximately 130 meters southeast of the 
Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge#157154, FMSF#8PI12846). The front elevation faces north onto 
40th Avenue NE. The rear elevation abuts Placido Bayou to the south by way of a seawall. The Pinellas 
County Property Appraiser gives a construction date of 1963 for the residence. Permit records indicate it 
was constructed by Thunderbird Homes, Inc. as part of the Patrician Point development.  An online search 
of the FMSF database at Florida DHR indicated that this resource was not previously recorded.   

This building is a one-story, Ranch style residence with a side gable roof and a hipped roof garage extension 
at the northwest corner (Figure 22). The roof is clad in pantile with projecting gable ends; the building is 
surfaced with stucco and set on a concrete slab foundation. There is a combination of vinyl six-over-six and 
eight-over-eight single-hung sash independently placed windows. The main entrance includes wooden 
curvilinear paneled paired doors with leaded glass set behind an arched entry that surrounds a small 
courtyard. The garage door is paneled with fanlights, and there is a pierced concrete block utilities screen 
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on the west elevation.  The landscaping is well maintained, and the cobblestone driveway is curved around 
mature central vegetation.  

This resource is in excellent condition but alterations, such as the addition of the arched courtyard entrance 
wall in 1974 and replacement windows and doors ca. 2000, have diminished the integrity of this typical 
Ranch. The limited historical information available did not indicate any significance in terms of important 
people or events.  Therefore, the residence at 1328 40th Avenue NE (8PI12922) would likely not be eligible 
for NRHP listing under Criteria A, B, or C.  Architectural resources are typically not eligible under Criterion 
D. 

 

Figure 22. 1328 40th Avenue NE (8PI12922), north (front) and east elevations, taken facing 
south. 

 

4.2.5 1325 40th Avenue NE (8PI12923) 

Address: 1325 40th Avenue NE, St. Petersburg 
FMSF: 8PI12923 
Tax Parcel: 04-31-17-67824-000-0040 
Type: Residence 
Date: 1965 
NRHP Eligibility Recommendation: Ineligible 

The residence at 1325 40th Avenue NE (8PI12923) is located on the north side of 40th Avenue NE on 
Pinellas County Tax Parcel 04-31-17-67824-000-0040. It is approximately 130 meters northeast of the 
Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge#157154, FMSF#8PI12846). The front elevation faces south onto 
40th Avenue NE. The rear elevation abuts Placido Bayou to the north by way of a seawall. The Pinellas 
County Property Appraiser gives a construction date of 1965 for the residence. Permit records indicate it 
was constructed by Thunderbird Homes, Inc. as part of the Patrician Point development.  An online search 
of the FMSF database at Florida DHR indicated that this resource was not previously recorded.   

This one-story, Ranch-style building has a gable roof clad in composition shingles (Figure 23). The 
residence is surfaced in a combination of stucco and metal siding and rests on a concrete slab foundation. 
An open arcaded porch originally provided entrance to the house.  The eastern bay of this porch still houses 
the entrance, while the two western bays have been enclosed with metal two-light fixed windows with 
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arched tops. This porch was partially enclosed and the roofing material was changed in 1983. There is a 
shed roofed addition on the east elevation built ca. 1970 shortly after the initial construction of the house 
and appears to have been used as a greenhouse. The greenhouse has a ribbon of three-light awning 
windows on all sides to maximize morning sun exposure. A concrete block fence surrounds the side and 
back yards. The fence is topped by pantile and there are globe finial caps on either side of the two 
pedestrian gates. There is modest landscaping and a poured concrete semi-circular driveway.  

Although in good condition, this house has been altered with an addition and the enclosure of the front 
porch which have diminished its integrity. It is not associated with any known significant events or people.  
As a typical example of the style found throughout the area, the residence at 1325 40th Avenue NE 
(8PI12923) would likely not be eligible for NRHP listing under Criteria A, B, or C. Architectural resources 
are typically not eligible under Criterion D. 

 
Figure 23. 1325 40th Avenue NE (8PI12923), south (front) elevation, taken facing north. 

 

4.2.6 1316 40th Avenue NE (8PI12924) 

Address: 1316 40th Avenue NE, St. Petersburg 
FMSF: 8PI12924  
Tax Parcel: 04-31-17-67824-000-0030 
Type: Residence 
Date: 1964 
NRHP Eligibility Recommendation: Ineligible 

The residence at 1316 Fortieth Avenue NE (8PI12924) is located on the south side of 40th Avenue NE on 
Pinellas County Tax Parcel 04-31-17-67824-000-0030. It is approximately 100 meters southeast of the 
Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge# 157154, FMSF# 8PI12846). The front elevation faces north 
onto 40th Avenue NE. The rear elevation abuts Placido Bayou to the south by way of a seawall. The Pinellas 
County Property Appraiser gives a construction date of 1964 for the residence. Permit records indicate it 
was constructed by Thunderbird Homes, Inc. as part of the Patrician Point development.  An online search 
of the FMSF database at Florida DHR indicated that this resource was not previously recorded.   

This building is a one-story, Contemporary style (Mid-Century Modern) residence with gable on hip roof 
complete with projecting folded gables at the entrance (Figure 24). A shed roof garage extends at the 
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northwest corner.  The roofs are clad in composition shingles.  The building has a stucco exterior and a 
concrete slab foundation. The central inset entrance is under an elaborate steeply angled folded porch roof 
with metal supports and exposed beams. The main doors are paired wood with one-light leaded glass 
panels.  Windows are large, one-light casement and one-over-one, single-hung sash placed independently. 
Additional entrance detailing of note is the sandstone cut in a ledgestone pattern cladding on several walls 
in the front entry area.  

 

Figure 24. 1316 40th Avenue NE (8PI12924), north (front) and east elevations, taken facing 
southwest. 

A visual reconnaissance of 40th Avenue NE and the other streets in the subdivision branching off of it did 
not reveal any other residences with the same steeply angled folded porch roof.  The location of the garage 
with the use of the shed roof on that extension was not found either.  A review of over ten advertisements 
for the subdivision from 1961 through 1964 did not show this house or any house like it as a model for the 
subdivision (Figure 25).  This information combined with the reconnaissance survey of the neighborhood 
indicates that this was not a common design feature for the development and that the porch roof and garage 
were perhaps early modifications. A search through the St. Petersburg Times newspaper archives available 
through Newspapers.com revealed only the original permit information, a few “for sale” advertisements for 
items owned by the resident, and later notices of property transfers.  Permit records did not reveal a 
modification, but early alterations often did not receive permits.  Only the builder as the original owner of 
the property was identified on the historical permit records and early newspaper articles. 
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Figure 25. 1963 and 1964 Patrician Point advertisements (St. Petersburg Times 5/12/1963 and 
9/13/64). 

In spite of a few window replacements, this resource is in excellent condition and retains the majority of its 
integrity of location, setting, feeling, and materials from the historical period. Although it is a well-appointed 
example of Mid-Century Modern homes in the area, the design may have been a modification, and, on its 
own, does not appear to warrant NRHP listing.  The limited historical information available did not indicate 
any significance either.  Alterations and the common designs found in the surrounding buildings appear to 
prohibit NRHP listing as a district. Therefore, the residence at 1316 40th Avenue NE (8PI12924) would likely 
not be eligible for NRHP listing under Criteria A, B, or C.  Architectural resources are typically not eligible 
under Criterion D. 
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4.2.7 1315 40th Avenue NE (8PI12925) 

Address: 1315 40th Avenue NE, St. Petersburg 
FMSF: 8PI12925 
Tax Parcel: 04-31-17-67842-000-1140 
Type: Residence  
Date: 1964 
NRHP Eligibility Recommendation: Ineligible   

The residence at 1315 40th Avenue NE (8PI12925) is located on the north side of 40th Avenue NE on 
Pinellas County Tax Parcel 04-31-17-67842-000-1140. It is approximately 100 meters northeast of the 
Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge#157154, FMSF#8PI12846). The front elevation faces south onto 
40th Avenue NE. The rear elevation abuts Placido Bayou to the north by way of a seawall. Although the 
Pinellas County Property Appraiser gives a construction date of 1960 for the residence, permit records 
indicate it was constructed in 1964 by Thunderbird Homes, Inc. as part of the Patrician Point development.  
An online search of the FMSF database at Florida DHR indicated that this resource was not previously 
recorded.   

This one-story, Ranch style residence has a side cross-gable roof clad in composition shingles with boxed 
eaves and vertical wood siding in the gable ends (Figure 26). The exterior of the home is a combination of 
stucco and brick veneer resting on a concrete slab foundation. The entry is set into the “L” and includes a 
six-panel door with a full length one-light sidelight on the east. Other windows present on the residence 
include vinyl, both six-over-six and eight-over-eight, single-hung sash placed independently and paired. 
Fixed wood shutters flank all of the windows on the south (front) elevation.   

This resource is in good condition and retains most of its architectural integrity.  Alterations include a porch 
addition on the rear and replacement windows installed ca. 1993. It is typical of Ranch style homes in the 
area dating to the 1960s, and the available data did not indicate any historical significance. Therefore, the 
residence at 1315 40th Avenue NE (8PI12925) would likely not be eligible for NRHP listing under Criteria A, 
B, or C. Architectural resources are typically not eligible under Criterion D. 

 

Figure 26. 1315 40th Avenue NE (8PI12925), south (front) elevation, taken facing north. 
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4.2.8 1308 40th Avenue NE (8PI12926) 

Address: 1308 40th Avenue NE, St. Petersburg  
FMSF: 8PI12926 
Tax Parcel: 04-31-17-67824-000-0020 
Type: Residence 
Date: 1964 
NRHP Eligibility Recommendation: Ineligible 

The residence at 1308 40th Avenue NE (8PI12926) is located on the south side of 40th Avenue NE on 
Pinellas County Tax Parcel 04-31-17-67824-000-0020. It is approximately 85 meters southeast of the 
Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge#157154, FMSF#8PI12846). The front elevation faces north onto 
40th Avenue NE. The rear elevation abuts Placido Bayou to the south by way of a seawall. The Pinellas 
County Property Appraiser gives a construction date of 1964 for the residence. Permit records indicate it 
was constructed by Thunderbird Homes, Inc. as part of the Patrician Point development.  An online search 
of the FMSF database at Florida DHR indicated that this resource was not previously recorded.   

This one-story, Ranch style residence has an intersecting gable roof with projecting gable ends clad in 
composition shingles with boxed eaves and a gable vent (Figure 27). The home has a stucco exterior and 
garage extension to the northwest. The vinyl replacement windows include a picture window flanked by 
one-over-one single-hung sash windows. The front entry consists of wood replacement paired one-light 
doors. The shed roof entrance porch is supported by square wood columns and appears to have replaced 
the original entryway. The stone paver semi-circle driveway transects well maintained landscaping with 
moderate vegetation.   

This resource has undergone some alterations that have reduced the integrity of the historic fabric. The 
Ranch style residence is of common type and style for homes in the area built during the 1960s. The limited 
historical data did not reveal any significance. This building at 1308 40th Avenue NE (8PI12926) would likely 
not be eligible for NRHP listing under Criteria A, B, or C.  Architectural resources are typically not eligible 
under Criterion D. 

 
Figure 27. 1308 40th Avenue NE (8PI12926), north (front) elevation, taken facing southeast. 
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4.2.9 1301 40th Avenue NE (8PI12927) 

Address: 1301 40th Avenue NE, St. Petersburg 
FMSF: 8PI12927  
Tax Parcel: 04-31-17-67842-000-1160 
Type: residence 
Date: 1964 
NRHP Eligibility Recommendation: Ineligible 
 

The residence at 1301 40th Avenue NE (8PI12927) is located on the north side of 40th Avenue NE on 
Pinellas County Tax Parcel 04-31-17-67842-000-1160. It is approximately 50 meters northeast of the 
Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge#157154, FMSF#8PI12846). The front elevation faces south onto 
40th Avenue NE. The rear elevation abuts Placido Bayou to the north and west by way of a seawall. The 
Pinellas County Property Appraiser gives a construction date of 1964 for the residence. Permit records 
indicate it was constructed by Thunderbird Homes, Inc. as part of the Patrician Point development.  An 
online search of the FMSF database at Florida DHR indicated that this resource was not previously 
recorded.   

This one-story, Ranch style residence has a side gable roof clad in composition shingles (Figure 28). The 
residence is adorned with several exterior fabrics. While the majority of the home is surfaced with stucco, 
there is vertical T1-11 siding in the gable ends and Permastone cladding on the south elevation surrounding 
the entry and windows. Those windows include two-, four-, and five-light metal awning as well as a large 
bay window. The entry also boasts a set of slab doors with geometric detailing. A shed roof garage was 
added to the west elevation ca. 1980; a gable roofed room on the east and a dock were added ca. 1994. 
The addition is clad with T1-11 siding, and windows are eight-over-eight-light single-hung sash placed 
independently.  Mature trees and vegetation flanks the building providing natural separation from the road 
and adjacent property. 

This resource is situated on the east side of the Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge#157154, 
FMSF#8PI12846). The residence is in good condition but alterations have negatively impacted the integrity 
of this typical Ranch style home.  The data available did not indicate any historical significance. The 
residence at 1301 40th Avenue NE (8PI12927) would likely not be eligible for NRHP listing under Criteria A, 
B, or C.  Architectural resources are typically not eligible under Criterion D. 
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Figure 28. 1301 40th Avenue NE (PI12927), south (front) elevation, taken facing northwest. 

 

4.2.10 1300 40th Avenue NE (8PI12928) 

Address: 1300 40th Avenue NE, St. Petersburg 
FMSF: 8PI12928 
Tax Parcel: 04-31-17-67824-000-0010 
Type: Residence 
Date: 1964 
NRHP Eligibility Recommendation: Ineligible 
 

The residence at 1300 40th Avenue NE (8PI12928) is located on the south side of 40th Avenue NE on 
Pinellas County Tax Parcel 04-31-17-67824-000-0010. It is approximately 60 meters southeast of the 
Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge#157154, FMSF#8PI12846). The front elevation faces north onto 
40th Avenue NE. The rear elevation abuts Placido Bayou to the south and west by way of a seawall. The 
Pinellas County Property Appraiser gives a construction date of 1964 for the residence. Permit records 
indicate it was constructed by Thunderbird Homes, Inc. as part of the Patrician Point development.  An 
online search of the FMSF database at Florida DHR indicated that this resource was not previously 
recorded.   

The building is a one-story, Ranch style residence with a side gable roof and wing with a gable on hip roof 
projecting north (Figure 29). The roof is clad in pantile, while the foundation is a concrete slab.  The exterior 
of the house is surfaced with a mix of board and batten siding and stucco. Decorative elements include 
boxed eaves and vents in the gable ends. The integrated garage has a panel door with a ribbon of fanlights. 
Windows on the building are metal one-over-one single-hung sash independently placed and set behind 
metal grates. The main entry is set in the L and includes a panel door with three-light fanlight and a single 
one-light sidelight on the east. A pierced concrete block wall with finial post caps accents the side yards 
with a length set in front of the house. The semi-circular driveway is laid with paver stone with a number of 
mature trees and vegetation making up the remainder of the front yard.  

This resource is situated on the east side of the Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge#157154, 
FMSF#8PI12846). In good condition, this residence is typical of Ranch style homes in the area dating to 
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the 1960s. The limited research available did not indicate any significant historical associations with events 
or people.  The residence at 1300 40th Avenue NE (8PI12928) would likely not be eligible for NRHP listing 
under Criteria A, B, or C. Architectural resources are typically not eligible under Criterion D. 

 

 
Figure 29. 1300 40th Avenue NE (PI12928), north (front) elevation, taken facing south. 
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5 Conclusion and Recommendations 

In July and August of 2018, Cardno, Inc. completed a cultural resources assessment survey of the 40th 
Avenue NE Bridge over Placido Bayou (FDOT Bridge# 157154, FMSF# 8PI12846) for the City of St. 
Petersburg in Pinellas County, Florida. The survey was performed to meet cultural resource requirements 
including compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and with NEPA. The survey 
was intended to assess cultural resources that may be eligible or potentially eligible for the NRHP. Utilizing 
federal funds, the City of St. Petersburg has included in their FY19 budget funds monies for the Project 
Development and Environmental (PD&E) Phase, of which this report is a part, and the Design Phase for 
40th Avenue NE Bridge Replacement.  This project is also a Local Agency Program (LAP) project. 

Oriented east to west, the existing 336 ft. long concrete slab Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge# 
157154, FMSF# 8PI12846) spanning Placido Bayou at 40th Avenue NE in St. Petersburg, Florida, is 
proposed for replacement as part of this bridge improvement project. Located in Section 5 of Township 31 
South, Range 17 East, the project study area extends from 12th Street NE to west of 13th Way NE along 
40th Avenue NE, a distance of 0.22 miles. The FDOT determined that the seven-span concrete slab 40th 
Avenue NE Bridge, also known as the Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge, is structurally deficient and in need of 
replacement. During routine bridge inspections in 2017, significant deterioration was noted in the original 
1961 beams within the middle span of the bridge.  This resulted in a special load rating, closure of the 
damaged portions of the bridge to traffic, and new weight limits on the bridge. In the current configuration, 
both lanes of traffic shift to the south side of the bridge and a pedestrian sidewalk is reopened on the north 
half of the bridge. Like the existing bridge, the proposed bridge will accommodate two lanes of traffic and 
sidewalks but will also incorporate bicycle lanes. Overall, the bridge structure will be 320 ft. in length with 
an approach slab of 30 ft. on each side.  The width will be reduced from 58 ft. to 57 ft., 10 in. The City of 
St. Petersburg and community residents requested that the overall profile of the bridge be raised in order 
to provide additional navigational opportunities for watercraft beneath the bridge. The existing bridge has 
an 8 ft., 6 in. tall clearance over the navigable channel; the proposed profile would elevate the bridge 
approximately 4 ft., 6 in. to a minimum vertical clearance of 13 ft.  The project plans do not include the 
acquisition of any right of way, but the City is negotiating for use of a 10 ft. wide utility easement in front of 
the property at 1301 40th Avenue NE. During construction, roadway and marine traffic will be maintained 
with through lanes shifted from the north side of the bridge to the south side and vice versa.  Temporary 
barriers will separate traffic from construction. No temporary bridge or detour to other area bridges is 
anticipated. 

Cardno completed this survey in accordance with Florida Chapter 1A-46 Florida Administrative Code 
Guidelines, the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (PL 89-665), as amended, and the 
Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974 (PL 93-291) as amended. All work was performed 
under the direction of an RPA archaeologist and qualified architectural historian, both of whom meet or 
exceed the qualifications set by the Secretary of the Interior. In addition, all work meets the guidelines set 
forth in the Historic Preservation Compliance Review Program of the Florida Department of State, Division 
of Historical Resources.  

Any direct disturbance to the land that may occur as a result of the project will impact the area where the 
existing and proposed bridge connect to the land, but visual or indirect effects could extend further than the 
actual construction work.  Thus, a separate archaeological and historical Area of Potential Effect (APE) was 
identified for this project.  The APE for possible surface and subsurface archaeological resources was 
confined to the extent of proposed construction immediately to the east and west of the bridge. Based on 
the results of archival research, the APE was assigned a low probability of containing subsurface 
archaeological deposits. However, the APE was subject to testing placed at a minimum of 50-m intervals 
in areas that had not already been built upon or where underground utilities did not exist.  No previously 
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recorded archaeological sites were identified in the APE.  The historical APE stretched to include a larger 
view shed extending from 12th Street NE in the west to 13th Way NE in the east which measures 
approximately 0.22 miles. Background research revealed that the only previously recorded resource within 
the APE was the Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge# 157154, FMSF# 8PI12846). 

Archaeological field survey of the 40th Avenue NE Bridge over Placido Bayou project area included 
pedestrian survey combined with subsurface shovel testing to test areas of moderate to low probability for 
locating archaeological resources. Due to the presence of buried underground utilities, only two total shovel 
tests were excavated within the archaeological APE. The successful subsurface testing on the north side 
of 40th Avenue NE, yielded no archaeological material and was devoid of cultural material beyond the 
standard 100 cmbs depth. The pedestrian survey also recovered no archaeological material from the project 
area.  

The 40th Avenue NE Bridge (FDOT Bridge#157154, FMSF#8PI12846) spans Placido Bayou, a body of 
water dramatically altered by sustained construction and development activities over the course of seven 
decades. Cardno determined that maritime archaeological investigation was not warranted for the 40th 
Avenue NE Bridge over Placido Bayou project based on background research and a review of the soils 
present within the APE. The intensive dredging, filling, and earthmoving operations that were conducted in 
and around the project area have removed the likelihood of encountering any extant submerged 
archaeological resources. Additionally, Cardno identified no submerged historic resources located in the 
vicinity of the 40th Avenue NE Bridge over Placido Bayou APE that may be impacted as a result of proposed 
bridge construction. 

Architectural field survey identified all historic resources (buildings, structures, objects, districts, 
landscapes, or linear resources) within the APE and evaluated them for their eligibility for listing in the 
NRHP.  An analysis of integrity of the individual resource, as well as how the resources relate to each other 
and the surrounding landscape, were evaluated.  All resources constructed in or before 1969 were recorded 
on FMSF forms.  This survey resulted in the identification of ten newly recorded historic resources within 
the Project’s APE.  All of the buildings are residential properties constructed between 1962 and 1968. 
Individually, the buildings lack architectural distinction and significant historical associations to warrant 
NRHP listing.  As a whole, alterations limit their eligibility as a district.  

In addition to the residences, the Nathaniel J. Upham Bridge (FDOT Bridge# 157154, FMSF# 8PI12846) is 
also considered a historic resource as it was constructed in 1961.  The bridge was recently recorded as 
part of the Pinellas County Bridges Historic Resources Survey in which it was identified by the surveyor as 
ineligible for listing in the NRHP, but has not been evaluated by the Florida State Historic Preservation 
Officer (SHPO). However, as a seven-span concrete slab bridge constructed after 1945, the bridge itself is 
exempt from Section 106 review and was not recorded or evaluated by the current study due to the 2012 
Program Comment Issued for Streamlining Section 106 Review for Actions Affecting Post-1945 Concrete 
and Steel Bridges issued by the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) (77 FR 68795; Federal 
Register Document 2012-27866). Therefore, the bridge itself is exempt from Section 106 review and was 
not recorded or evaluated by the current study. Although the bridge was exempt from review, Section 106 
of the National Historic Preservation Act still requires the identification and evaluation of effects on any 
surrounding historic properties.  

Based on the results of this investigation, it is believed that construction and development of the 40th Avenue 
NE Bridge over Placido Bayou as currently designed will have no involvement with any sites or properties 
that have historical, cultural, or sacred significance, or that otherwise meet the minimum criteria for listing 
in the NRHP. No further archaeological or historical work is recommended for the project. 
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> Master of 

Archaeology. 
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1992 
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1989 
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(RPA# 10704)  1998 
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Standards & 
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Historic Preservation, 
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Summary of Experience  

Paul L. Jones is the Eastern Practice Leader for Cardno’s Cultural Resources Group, and has over 25 years of 
cultural resource management experience in transportation projects in the eastern United States.  He has 
experience with projects involving Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), NEPA, and 
33 CFR Part 325, while interacting with Federal Highway Administration, Department of Defense, U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, directly for the agencies and for 
applicants.  Mr. Jones has led cultural resource projects relating to energy, environmental restoration, pipelines, 
and highways, and has worked with large private landholders, public parks, and managed state-owned lands. 
As an archaeologist, Mr. Jones specializes in the prehistory of the southeastern United States, with experience 
ranging from inventory surveys, long-term construction monitoring projects, and large-scale data recovery 
projects.   
 
Additionally, Mr. Jones has extensive experience conducting both small and large-scale projects in Louisiana, 
Mississippi, Florida, Alabama, Georgia, Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina.  He also has experience 
in the US Virgin Islands and the Cayman Islands.  Other previous experience includes surveys complying with 
Federal and state guidelines for SHPO and Agency reports. Additionally, Mr. Jones is an experienced museum 
director, adept in master planning, developing strategic plans, and designing exhibits, often helpful in preparing 
non-excavation mitigation strategies.  
 

Significant Projects 
 

Transportation 
Project Manager and Administrator.  Cultural resource assessment services, Florida Department of 
Transportation, Various districts and PD&E Studies.  Over 200 transportation projects to date, 
examples include the administration of a general services contract for an FDOT district in south 
Florida and numerous highway corridor studies.  

Project Manager - Cultural resource survey for the Riverside Drive Pavement 
Rehabilitation project in New Smyrna Beach, Volusia County, Florida.   
Mr. Jones worked with Federal Highways and FDOT to revise research design and work plan for FHA to allow 
paving and curbing project to proceed using American Recovery and Reinvestment Act funding.  The project 
corridor passed through a National Register historic district within an archaeological site with sensitive 
prehistoric and British Colonial era components.  Worked with FDOT and paving contractor to devise 
alternative curb removal strategy that drastically reduced the amount of soil disturbed, avoiding the majority of 
impacts to archaeological resources. Provided archaeological monitoring during construction. 
 
Project Manager - Archaeological and historical survey of the Park Boulevard (State Road 
694) from 49th Street North to 34th Street North Drainage Improvements in Pinellas 
County, Florida.  
For the City of Pinellas Park, Utilities Design / City Engineer.  Florida Department of Transportation Local 
Agency Program (LAP) Project. Archaeological and historical survey of the Park Boulevard (State Road 694) 
from 49th Street North to 34th Street North Drainage Improvements in Pinellas County, Florida (project 
architectural historian). For the City of Pinellas Park, Utilities Design / City Engineer.  Florida Department of 
Transportation Local Agency Program (LAP) Project. 
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Certification 
Locations 

 Meets the Secretary of the 
Interior's Standards and 
Guidelines for Archaeology 
and Historic Preservation, 48 
CFR 44716 

  
 Qualified Professional 

Archaeologist in: Florida, 
Georgia, Alabama, 
Mississippi, Louisiana, North 
Carolina, South Carolina, 
and Virginia, and Texas.  
Also certified in the US Virgin 
Islands, the Cayman Islands, 
and the Carribean. 
 
 
 

 

Affiliations 
 Immediate Past 

President, Florida 
Archaeological Council  

 Board of Directors, 
Florida Public 
Archaeology Network 

 Chairman, Hillsborough 
County Historic 
Resources Review 
Board  

 Society for American 
Archaeology 

 Florida Anthropological 
Society 

 Council of Virginia 
Archaeologists 

Project Manager/Archaeologist - Phase II investigation of Site 9LW71, Moody Air Force 
Base, Lowndes County, Georgia.  
Mr. Jones led Phase II testing to evaluate a prehistoric archaeological site to be impacted during a runway 
extension project at an active military base in Georgia.  Research was completed at the request of the 
USACE for Section 106 compliance. 
 
Project Manager - Cultural Resource Assessment Survey of the Upper Tampa Bay Trail 
Phase IV Project Corridor in Hillsborough County, Florida.  
This Rails to Trails Project project involved survey of a linear corridor within Brooker Creek Headwaters 
Nature Preserve in northwest Hillsborough County.  It included a mix of land owned and managed by 
Hillsborough County and SWFWMD. 
 
 Project Manager - Cultural resource assessment survey for improvements on Alternate 
A1A (State Road 811) from Frederick Small Road to Center Street, Palm Beach County.   
Testing was completed for the Florida Department of Transportation under subcontract to Arcadis, West Palm 
Beach, Florida (26013)  

Project Administrator - Cultural resource assessment survey for the Sheridan Street (SR 
822) expansion from west of Dixie Highway to US 1 (Federal Highway), Broward County.   
Testing was completed for the Florida Department of Transportation, as part of Districtwide Cultural Resource 
Assessment Services, for District Four under a Multiyear contract. 
 
Project Manager – Cultural resource survey of the proposed Dynegy Lateral, Midway Meter 
Station, and Tenaska Meter Station, Heard County, Georgia.  
Mr. Jones was the project manager for the cultural resource survey of proposed natural gas pipeline right-of-
way, meter stations, and pipe storage yards in Georgia, for FERC review.   
 
Project Manager - Reconnaissance-level cultural resource assessment survey of University 
Drive widening project from Sample Road to the Sawgrass Expressway, Broward County. 
Testing was completed for the Florida Department of Transportation, as part of Districtwide Cultural Resource 
Assessment Services, for District Four under a Multiyear contract. 
 
Lead Archaeologist – Haile Gold Mine 3rd Party EIS, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
Charleston District, South Carolina 
The Army Corps of Engineers is assessing the impacts of reactivate the existing Haile Gold Mine near 
Kershaw, SC for the development of gold resources, to expand the area for open pit mining, and to construct 
associated facilities.  Mr. Jones is serving as the Resource Area Lead for the 3rd Party EIS, including 
coordination between the USACE, State Historic Preservation Officer, and other cooperating agencies for 
both NEPA and Section 106 review of the proposed project.  Other responsibilities include tribal consultation 
and technical document review.  
 
Project Administrator - Cultural resource assessment survey for the County Road 
615/South 25th Street widening project, St. Lucie County, Florida. 
Testing was completed for the Florida Department of Transportation, as part of Districtwide Cultural Resource 
Assessment Services, for District Four under a Multiyear contract. 
 
Project Administrator - Historical architectural assessment of the bridges at the Isle of 
Venice, Fiesta Way, Royal Palm Drive, Nurmi Drive, and Coconut Isle along the Las Olas 
Boulevard corridor, Broward County, Florida. 
Testing was completed for the Florida Department of Transportation, as part of Districtwide Cultural Resource 
Assessment Services, for District Four under a Multiyear contract. 
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Project Administrator - Archaeological resource assessment survey of the proposed SR 
A1A bikepath from CR 510 to the Brevard County line, Indian River County.   
For Florida Testing was completed for the Florida Department of Transportation, as part of Districtwide Cultural 
Resource Assessment Services, for District Four under a Multiyear contract. 
 

Project Administrator - Phase II testing of the South Hole Midden and the Chobie Midden 
on State Road A1A, Indian River County, Florida. 
Testing was completed for the Florida Department of Transportation, as part of Districtwide Cultural Resource 
Assessment Services, for District Four under a Multiyear contract. 
 
Project Administrator - Reconnaissance-level cultural resource assessment survey of State 
Road 7 from Okeechobee Boulevard (SR 704) to the Beeline Highway (SR 710), Palm 
Beach County, Florida. 
Testing was completed for the Florida Department of Transportation, as part of Districtwide Cultural Resource 
Assessment Services, for District Four under a Multiyear contract. 
 
Project Administrator - Reconnaissance-level cultural resource assessment survey of 
Interstate 95 from PGA Boulevard to Indiantown Road, Palm Beach County, Florida. 
Testing was completed for the Florida Department of Transportation, as part of Districtwide Cultural Resource 
Assessment Services, for District Four under a Multiyear contract. 
 
Project Administrator - Archaeological assessment of SR 7 from Okeechobee Boulevard 
(SR 704) to the Beeline Highway (SR 710), Palm Beach County, Florida. 
Testing was completed for the Florida Department of Transportation, as part of Districtwide Cultural Resource 
Assessment Services, for District Four under a Multiyear contract. 
 
Project Administrator - Archaeological assessment of a portion of the I-95 (SR 9) corridor 
in Palm Beach County, Florida. 
Testing was completed for the Florida Department of Transportation, as part of Districtwide Cultural Resource 
Assessment Services, for District Four under a Multiyear contract. 
 
Project Manager, Cultural resource study of 16th/17th streets from west of 14th Avenue to 
State Road 5 (US 1) in Indian River County.  
Testing was completed for the Florida Department of Transportation, as part of Districtwide Cultural Resource 
Assessment Services, for District Four under a Multiyear contract. 
 
Project Manager, Cultural resource study of 16th/17th streets from west of 14th Avenue to 
State Road 5 (US 1) in Indian River County.   
Testing was completed for the Florida Department of Transportation, as part of Districtwide Cultural Resource 
Assessment Services, for District Four under a Multiyear contract. 
 
Project Manager, Cultural resource assessment survey of proposed pond locations on 
State Road 52 in Pasco County, for WilsonMiller, Tampa, Florida.   
Testing was completed for the Florida Department of Transportation, under subcontract to WilsonMiller, for 
District Five. (24358) 
 
Project Manager – City of DeBary Archaeological Survey.  For the City of DeBary, Volusia 
County, Florida.   
Mr. Jones directed the City of DeBary Archaeological Survey project in Volusia County, Florida.  The project 
included the identification, documentation, and evaluation of known archaeological sites within the City limits.  
The archaeological resources within the context of this project included both historic and prehistoric period 
sites.  From the information collected, a site predictive model was developed.  
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Historian  

Discipline Areas 
> Section 106 
> HABS/HAER 
> National Register of 

Historic Places 
nominations 

> Tax Exemption and 
Design Review 

> Historic Resource 
Survey and Planning 

> Heritage Education 
and Grants 

 
Years' Experience 
22 

Joined Cardno 
2016 

Education 
> Master of Historic 

Preservation, 
University of 
Georgia, 1996 

> Bachelor of Arts, 
History, Agnes Scott 
College, 1992  

 
Affiliations 
> National Trust for 

Historic Preservation 
> Florida Trust for 

Historic Preservation 
> Society for 

Commercial 
Archaeology 

Summary of Experience  

With extensive experience in Cultural Resource Management and Historic Preservation 
Planning, Kimberly Hinder meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for History and 
Architectural History.  She has over eleven years of experience in cultural resource 
management conducting historic and architectural surveys, assessing effects, and 
preparing mitigation in compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation 
Act.  She also served for over ten years as the Senior Historic Preservation Planner with 
the City of St. Petersburg, Florida.  As such, she wrote and implemented local 
regulations, reviewed architectural and development plans, prepared designations, and 
managed the City’s tax exemption program.  In addition to these experiences, Ms. Hinder 
has prepared heritage education projects, professional publications, historic structure 
reports, and documentation in accordance with Historic American Building Survey/Historic 
American Engineering Record guidelines.  Clients have included federal, state, and local 
governmental agencies as well as private companies and individual land owners. 

Transportation Related Experience 

Ms. Hinder has extensive experience working on transportation related projects with 
different Federal Agencies and the State Departments of Transportation in Florida and 
Georgia. She also has taken additional training on assessing indirect and cumulative 
impacts of transportation projects; preservation planning and policy development for 
historic roads; and advanced Section 106 NHPA training hosted by the Advisory Council 
on Historic Preservation. Special areas of interest include roadside architecture and mid-
century modern resources. 

Significant Projects 

Senior Architectural Historian – Interstate 4 From SR 528 to SR 472 (Section 2) – 
Orange, Seminole, and Volusia Counties, Florida 

As part of the Cultural Resource Assessment Survey (CRAS) conducted to widen 
Interstate 4 through the Orlando area, Ms. Hinder managed the architectural survey and 
evaluation of significant resources for eligibility to be listed in the National Register of 
Historic Places (NRHP). Field survey involved the identification and preparation of state 
inventory forms for 917 historic resources within the Area of Potential Effects (APE) as 
well as determinations of eligibility for the eligible properties.  Additional work involved 
extensive archival research, informant interviews, and public involvement with local 
historical organizations. She prepared the Section 106 effects determination for the 22 
historic properties identified as eligible or listed in the NRHP.  She produced relevant 
sections of the Final Environmental Impact Statement and Section 4(f) Evaluation and 
coordinated with the State Historic Preservation Office to prepare the Memorandum of 
Agreement. She wrote two district nominations incorporating 1,420 resources which were 
prepared as mitigation in response to the adverse effects the project would have on 
historic properties. In addition to the preparation of state inventory forms for all historic 
resources, the two district nominations were listed in the NRHP in 2010 and 2012. 1999 – 
2005. 
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Senior Architectural Historian – Fortune Street Environmental Assessment (Hartline 
Northern Terminal Relocation – Hillsborough County, Florida 

In preparation for the construction of a new bus terminal, Ms. Hinder conducted archival 
research concerning prior land use and recorded five historic resources within the Area of 
Potential Effects for this project.  Requiring informant interviews and extensive archival 
research in local libraries, City archives, and County records, she prepared 
determinations of eligibility for the historic African-American St. Paul AME Church and the 
Oaklawn and St. Louis Catholic Cemetery. The project also required an assessment of 
effects for the Section 106 consultation. 1999. 

Architectural Historian – Section 106 Consultation for SR 39 Blackwater Creek Bridges 
and Approaches – Hillsborough County, Florida 

This project involved the preparation of an effects determination for the Blackwater Creek 
Relief Structure which was determined eligible for NRHP listing during a prior PD&E 
study.  This arched bridge faced with concrete rubble and granite block veneer was likely 
constructed in the 1930s as part of the New Deal.  An evaluation of various alternatives 
resulted in the selection of the reconstruction option in which the bridge was widened, but 
the veneer was reattached maintaining the original exterior appearance.  1999. 

Senior Architectural Historian – US 301 PD&E Study from Wood Street (US 41) to 
University Parkway – Sarasota County, Florida 

Completed in anticipation of the widening of US 301, Ms. Hinder conducted this 
architectural survey which resulted in the identification of 34 historic resources.  As part of 
the project, she prepared determinations of eligibility and assessed effects for the Section 
106 consultation for the five resources identified as NRHP eligible or listed.  Significant 
resources for this project included the Sarasota County Courthouse, a historic hotel, and 
a commercial building designed by Sarasota School architect, Victor Lundy. 2000-2001. 

Senior Architectural Historian – SR 44 PD&E Study from SR 42 to I-4 – Lake and Volusia 
Counties, Florida 

Prepared for planned improvements to SR 44, Ms. Hinder initially prepared a corridor 
analysis for this project before conducting the architectural survey which resulted in the 
identification of 128 historic resources. Field survey involved the preparation of state 
historic structure inventory forms and determinations of eligibility. This project extended 
through two NRHP listed districts and identified seven individual properties eligible for or 
listed in the NRHP. The effects determination coauthored by Ms. Hinder resulted in a 
finding of no adverse effect. 2003. 

Senior Architectural Historian – Florida High Speed Rail PD&E Study from Tampa to 
Orlando – Hillsborough, Polk, Osceola, and Orange Counties, Florida 

In preparation for the installation of a High Speed Rail corridor, Ms. Hinder conducted the 
architectural survey and evaluation of significant properties.  Field survey identified 405 
historic resources of which 23 individual properties and two districts were identified as 
NRHP eligible or listed.  As part of the project, she prepared determinations of eligibility 
for two African-American churches and an African-American school and assessed effects 
for the Section 106 consultation. 2003-2005. 

Senior Architectural Historian – CRAS Central Florida Commuter Rail Transit 
Environmental Assessment – Volusia, Seminole, Osceola, and Orange Counties, Florida 

As part of the environmental studies to install a 61-mile local commuter rail, Ms. Hinder 
conducted the architectural survey and evaluation of significant properties.  Field survey 
involved the preparation of state historic structure inventory forms for over 300 resources 
and identified 34 resources eligible for or listed in the NRHP. In addition to field survey, 
she conducted archival research, interviewed property owners, and coordinated with the 
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State Historic Preservation Office.  As part of the project, she prepared determinations of 
eligibility and assessed effects for the Section 106 consultation. 2005. 

Senior Architectural Historian – US 41 Venice Bypass from Center Road to US 41 – 
Sarasota County, Florida 

Ms. Hinder conducted field survey, archival research, and NRHP eligibility evaluations of 
historic resources within the APE for a highway widening project proposed by Florida 
Department of Transportation.  Historic resources identified included historic residences, 
commercial buildings, and churches primarily representing mid-century modern 
construction. 2006. 

Senior Historic Preservation Planner – St. Petersburg Central Avenue Bus Rapid Transit 
Corridor Enhancement Project - Pinellas County, Florida  

Prepared for the City of St. Petersburg, Ms. Hinder provided a corridor analysis for this 
project which extended through two historic districts.  Used to determine the best location 
for proposed stations and shelters, production of this report involved a windshield survey, 
background research, and an evaluation of significant resources for eligibility to be listed 
in the NRHP as well as the local register. 2011 - 2012. 

Senior Architectural Historian – Historic Resource Assessment in Advance of Proposed 
Improvements to the Wieuca Road and Phipps Boulevard Intersection - Fulton County, 
Georgia  

Prepared for the Buckhead Community Improvement District through Pond & Company, 
Ms. Hinder conducted the Historic Resource Assessment for this project.  Production of 
this report involved historic architectural survey, extensive background research in local 
and regional archives, informant interviews, an evaluation of significant resources for 
eligibility to be listed in the NRHP, and an assessment of effects. 2016 - 2017. 

Senior Architectural Historian – Historic Resource Assessment in Advance of Proposed 
Improvements to the Freemanville Road at Providence Road Intersection - Fulton County, 
Georgia  

Prepared for the City of Milton through Pond & Company, Ms. Hinder managed the 
architectural survey and evaluation for the Historic Resource Assessment Survey.  This 
effort involved background research and an evaluation of significant resources for 
eligibility to be listed in the NRHP. 2016. 

Senior Architectural Historian – Dalton Expansion Project Cultural Resource Survey, 
Transcontinental Gas Pipeline Company – Coweta, Carroll, Douglas, Paulding, Bartow, 
Gordon, and Murray Counties, Georgia 

Transcontinental Gas Pipeline Company, LLC, a subsidiary of Williams Gas Pipeline, is 
proposing to construct an approximately 110-mile natural gas pipeline in northwestern 
Georgia.  Ms. Hinder is serving as a senior architectural historian for the project, 
completing historic background research and authoring historic context and resource 
descriptions for technical reports being prepared in compliance with Section 106 and 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission regulations. 2016 - Present. 

Senior Architectural Historian – Pinellas County Survey of Historic Bridges – Pinellas 
County, Florida 

Ms. Hinder conducted field survey and archival research to document 40 historic bridges 
for Pinellas County and the Florida State Historic Preservation Office.  The final report will 
include an analysis of eligibility for the bridges as well as a historic context and 
recommendations for preservation. 2017 - Present. 
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Other Professional Experience 

Senior Architectural Historian – HAER Level II Documentation for Launch Complexes 1 
and 2, 3 and 4, 9 and 10, 14, and 34 – Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Brevard 
County, Florida 

As part of the on-going management of facilities and ever-changing need to meet mission 
goals, Ms. Hinder prepared HAER Level II documentation for the oldest launch 
complexes at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station. The facilities served the Snark, Matador, 
Bumper, Redstone, Navaho, Jason, and Atlas missile programs and the Mercury and 
Apollo manned space flight programs.  2004.  

Senior Historian – HABS Level II Documentation for El Vernona/John Ringling Hotel – 
Sarasota County, Florida 

As part of the mitigation for the demolition of this National Register listed resource, Ms. 
Hinder prepared the History portions of the HABS documentation.  Work involved 
extensive research into the history of Sarasota, the impact of John Ringling, and the 
influence of the circus on the development of tourism in the area.  1998.  

Architectural Historian – John F. Kennedy Space Center Multiple Property Nomination – 
Brevard County, Florida 

Ms. Hinder served as the lead research historian in the preparation of this Multiple 
Property Nomination which included individual designations for the following properties 
associated with the Apollo Program:  Vehicle Assembly Building, Launch Control Center, 
Launch Complex 39: Pads 39A and 39B, Missile Crawler Transporter Facility, 
Crawlerway, Headquarters Building, Central Instrumentation Facility, Operations and 
Checkout Building, and Press Site:  Clock and Flag Pole. 1996 – 1998.  

Senior Historic Preservation Planner – Historic Pennsylvania Hotel - Courtyard Marriott 
Rehabilitation and New Construction – St. Petersburg, Pinellas County, Florida 

Ms. Hinder reviewed the rehabilitation and conversion of the 1920s Pennsylvania Hotel 
into a Courtyard Marriott property in compliance with local regulations and federal 
guidelines.  She also processed the local ad valorem tax exemption resulting in a $2.2 
million property tax exemption for ten years. 2005 – 2007.  

Senior Historian – Master Plan for the Judah P. Benjamin Confederate Memorial at 
Gamble Plantation Historic State Historic Park – Ellenton, Manatee County, Florida 

Ms. Hinder performed extensive research to document the locations of original resources 
for this 1840s era plantation.  Her research was used to locate the sugar mill ruins as well 
as other outbuildings so that archaeological investigations could be conducted and a 
Master Plan prepared. 2001. 

Senior Historic Preservation Planner – St. Petersburg African American Heritage Trails:  
22nd Street South and 9th Avenue South – St. Petersburg, Pinellas County, Florida 

As part of a team, Ms. Hinder prepared the application and was awarded a grant from the 
Florida Division of Historical Resources to create two heritage trails in St. Petersburg’s 
historic African American main street community.  Ms. Hinder led in the research, 
preparation, and installation of 22 heritage trail panels and a brochure for the project 
highlighting the notable community leaders, institutions, and businesses which 
contributed to the history of the city. This project involved extensive coordination with the 
community, local utility and transportation entities, and the Florida State Historic 
Preservation Office.  2012 – 2014. 
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Publications >  “St. Petersburg, Florida:  A City Built on Sunshine.” SCAJournal, Society for 
Commercial Archeology, Fall 2013, Volume 31, No. 2. 

> “Viewpoints and Points of View:  Florida’s Early Tourist Towers.” Looking Beyond the 
Highway:  Dixie Roads and Culture, University of Tennessee Press, 2006. 

> “Publix:  Where Shopping Was a Pleasure.” SCAJornal, Society for Commercial 
Archeology, Fall 2001, Volume 19, No. 2.  

Appointment 

 

 

Continuing Education 

 

 

 

> Pinellas County Historic Preservation Advisory Board, 2006-1013 
> Planning and Zoning Board, City of Wauchula, 1998-2003 
> Board of Advisors, Wauchula Main Street, 1996-1998 
 

> Georgia Department of Transportation Environmental Procedures Manual – Historic 
Preservation (GDOT course completed 2016) 

> New Codes for Old Buildings 
> Transportation Research Board 2001 Workshop 
> Preserving the Recent Past 2 
> Preserving the Historic Road in America 
> Section 106: An Advanced Seminar 
> A National Forum on Assessing Historic Significance for Transportation Programs 
> Section 106:  An Introduction 

 

Professional History   

Year started at Cardno 
– Current 

> Cardno – Senior Architectural Historian - 2016 

> City of St. Petersburg, Florida – Senior Historic Preservation Planner – 2005 - 2015 

> Senior Architectural Historian – Archaeological Consultants, Inc. – 1996 - 2005 

> Highlands County, Florida – Archivist/Public Records Manager – 1996 
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Erin M. Mckendry, RPA 

Current Position 
Staff Scientist/ 
Archaeologist 

Discipline Areas 
> Archaeology 
> Historic Architecture 
> Forensic Data 

Collection 
> Chemical (trace 

elemental) Analysis 
> Laboratory Analysis 
> Cultural resources 

management 
> History 
 
Years' Experience 
6 

Joined Cardno 
2017 

Education 
> M.A., Applied 

Anthropology,  
   University of South             
   Florida, 2015   
> B.T., Network 

Administration 
SUNY, 2006  

 
Affiliations 
> Archaeological 

Institute of America 
> Society for 

Archaeological 
Science 

> Central Gulf Coast 
Archaeological 
Society 

> Register of 
Professional 
Archaeologists 

Summary of Experience  

Ms. Mckendry is an archaeologist based in Tampa, FL, specialized in cultural resources 
management and forensic anthropology in the southeastern United States. She is adept at 
Phase I survey as well as Phase II excavation and Phase III data collection, with over 6 
years experience. She has specialized training and professional experience with forensic 
data collection from mortuary contexts, including the location, excavation, documentation, 
and disposition of human remains in the southeastern United States and Europe. Ms. 
Mckendry is experienced in geographic information systems (GIS) mapping and spatial 
analysis, with ESRI ArcMap/ArcGIS 10.5 software. She has technical training and 
experience with laboratory analysis (historic and prehistoric southeast), laboratory and 
database management, archaeological survey, historic architecture, analysis of human 
remains, chemical (trace elemental) ceramic analysis, technical writing, IT support, and 
network administration. 

 

Significant Projects 

Architectural Technician—Multiple Projects in the Southeastern United States, Florida, 
North Carolina, Virginia 

Ms. Mckendry currently assists with reconnaissance level architectural history surveys 
aiding in compiling reports and resource description forms along with all GIS mapping in 
support of the Senior Architectural Historian. The surveys and reports included a review of 
the Master Site File Research Database in each state, field photography of historic 
properties, background and archival research along with recommendations of potential 
eligibility to the NRHP.  

Archivist & Curator—Estuary Cemetery Project, Tampa, Florida 

Ms. Mckendry conducted the analysis, transcription and curation of 24 historic early 20th 
century documents recovered during subsurface excavation at the Estuary Cemetery 
Project in Tampa, Florida. The fragile papers were documented utilizing photogrammetry 
techniques creating high-end digital records. Ms. Mckendry completed transcription, using 
standards developed by and for the Smithsonian Institution Digital Collection. The 
documents were curated using archival materials and preservation techniques.      

Field Director & Architectural Technician—Cultural Resource Assessment Survey for the 
40th Avenue NE Bridge Replacement, Pinellas County, Florida 

Ms. Mckendry served as field director and architectural technician for a cultural resource 
assessment survey of the proposed Bridge Replacement at 40th Avenue NE over Placido 
Bayou, for the City of St. Petersburg in Pinellas County, Florida, in anticipation of a request 
from the State of Florida Division of Historic Resources (DHR). Ten historic structures were 
identified and evaluated. However, no archaeological sites, historic cemeteries, bridges, or 
resource groups were located during the historic architecture or Phase I archaeological 
survey and the property was cleared for construction. 

Architectural Technician—Bridges of Pinellas County, Pinellas County, Florida 

Ms. Mckendry assisted a reconnaissance level architectural history survey and assisted in 
compiling a report and bridge description forms in support of a State-of-Florida Grant in Aid 
project for Pinellas County, Florida. The survey and report included a review of the Florida 
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Master Site File Research Database, field of historic properties, and recommendations of 
potential eligibility to the NRHP.  

Field Director— Cultural Resource Assessment Survey for the Haval Farms Project Area, 
Manatee County, Florida 

Ms. Mckendry served as field director for a cultural resource assessment survey of the 
proposed Haval Farms project area, an approximately 1,125-acre property in Manatee 
County, Florida, in anticipation of a request from the State of Florida Division of Historic 
Resources (DHR).  No archaeological sites, historic structures, historic cemeteries, bridges, 
or resource groups were located during this survey and the property was cleared for 
construction. 

Field Director – Southeastern Trail Natural Gas Pipeline Project – Virginia 

Ms. Mckendry is serving as field director for cultural resources for a 7.5-mile natural gas 
pipeline and facility modification project undertaken by Williams Gas Pipeline in Virginia. 
Her responsibilities include oversight of archaeological and historical field crew, data 
analysis, field paperwork, and tailgate meetings. 

Field Technician – Phase I Archaeological Survey, Virginia Department of Military Affairs 
– Virginia 

Currently serves as field technician for a 272-acre Phase I archaeological survey in south-
central Virginia. Responsible for fieldwork, data processing, artifact analysis, GIS data 
and regular upload.  

Field Technician - Arthur G. Dozier School for Boys, Marianna, FL. 

Ms. Mckendry assisted a reconnaissance level University of South Florida archaeological 
survey at the Arthur G. Dozier School for Boys, in Marianna, FL.  The initial portion of the 
project included exploratory bucket auger probing of archaeological survey area for 
remnants of historic dormitory and possible human remains. 

Archaeological Field Technician – Center for Archaeological Research – University of 
Mississippi. New Salem Cemetery project, University, MS 

Ms. Mckendry performed excavation of a historic cemetery in New Salem, Mississippi.  The 
project included Phase III excavations of historic cemetery.  Excavation and corresponding 
paperwork of burials, photographing of burials and artifacts, and recovery of human 
remains and artifacts. 

Field Technician - Publix, USF Tampa campus, Tampa, FL 

Ms. Mckendry served as a technician for the conduct of a Phase I archaeological and 
reconnaissance survey prior to the construction of the proposed USF Campus Publix 
project.  This included testing, preparation of survey forms, and the Phase I report. 

Field Technician – Florida Hospital Deland, Historic Cemetery, Deland, FL. 

Ms. Mckendry served as a technician for the conduct of a Phase I archaeological and 
reconnaissance survey at the historic cemetery located at the Florida Hospital in Deland.  
The project included Phase III excavations of historic cemetery, excavation and 
corresponding paperwork of burials, photography and drawing of burials and features, 
recovery, cleaning and cataloguing of human remains and artifacts, management and 
maintenance of artifact bags and catalogue.  Shovel skim excavation units and general 
fieldwork as required.   
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Publications Mckendry, Erin M. 
2015 Interpreting Bronze Age Exchange in Sicily through Trace Element 
Characterization of Ceramics Utilizing Portable X-Ray Fluorescence (pXRF), 
Master’s Thesis, Department of Anthropology, University of South Florida, Tampa 
2015. ProQuest (1586023). 
 

Davide Tanasi, Robert H. Tykot, Frederick Pirone and Erin McKendry 
          2018 Chemical Characterization of EBA/MBA Pottery from Ognina (Sicily). A 
          Comparison of XRF and pXRF for Analysis of Ancient Pottery. Papers in Italian  
          Archaeology VII The Archaeology of Death Proceedings of the Seventh Conference 
          of Italian Archaeology held at the National University of Ireland, Galway, April 16-18,  
          2016, p.590-598. 

Tykot, R.H., C. Alexander, K. Brown, K. Freund, S. McClure, E. Mckendry, A. Moore, F. 
Pirone, E. Podrug, D. Tanasi, M. Teoh, P.M. van Leusen, A. Vianello & P. Woodruff. 

2015 Pre- and Proto-Historic Pottery Production and Exchange in the Central 
Mediterranean: The Use of Non-Destructive pXRF. 116th Annual Meeting of the 
Archaeological Institute of America, January 8-11, New Orleans, LA. Abstract 
published in Archaeological Institute of America 116th Annual Meeting Abstracts 38: 
88. 

Tykot, R.H., A. Vianello & E. Mckendry. 
2014 Local Production vs. Importation of Ceramics in Bronze Age Sicily: Non- 
Destructive Elemental Analysis Using pXRF. 40th 

2017 – Current > Cardno –  Staff Scientist/Archaeologist 
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